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EDWARDS-WILKINSON FLUCTUATIONS FOR THE DIRECTED
POLYMER IN THE FULL L2-REGIME FOR DIMENSIONS d ě 3
DIMITRIS LYGKONIS, NIKOS ZYGOURAS
Abstract. We prove that in the full L2-regime the partition function of the directed polymer
model in dimensions d ě 3, if centered, scaled and averaged with respect to a test function
ϕ P CcpR
dq, converges in distribution to a Gaussian random variable with explicit variance.
Introducing a new idea of a martingale difference representation, we also prove that the log-
partition function, which can be viewed as a discretisation of the KPZ equation, exhibits the
same fluctuations, when centered and averaged with respect to a test function. Thus, the two
models fall within the Edwards-Wilkinson universality class in the full L2-regime, a result that
was only established, so far, for a strict subset of this regime in d ě 3.
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1. Introduction and results
In this paper, we study the directed polymer in dimensions d ě 3. The directed polymer
model is defined as a coupling of the simple random walk with a random environment given by
i.i.d. random variables, whose strength is tuned by a parameter β, corresponding to the inverse
temperature. In particular, let pωn,xqpn,xqPNˆZd be a collection of i.i.d. random variables with law
P such that
Erωs “ 0, Erω2s “ 1, λpβq :“ logEreβωs ă 8 , @β P p0,8q.
We also consider a simple random walk, whose distribution we denote by Px when starting from
x P Zd. When starting from 0 we will refrain from using the subscript and just write P. We
will use the notation qnpxq :“ PpSn “ xq for the transition kernel of the random walk. The
directed polymer measure on polymer paths of length N , starting from position x and at inverse
temperature β P p0,8q is defined as
dPN,β,x
dPx
pSq :“ 1
ZN,βpxq
exp
´ Nÿ
n“1
`
βωn,Sn ´ λpβq
˘¯
, (1.1)
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where
ZN,βpxq :“ Ex
”
exp
´ Nÿ
n“1
`
βωn,Sn ´ λpβq
˘¯ı
, (1.2)
is a random normalising constant which makes the polymer measure a probability measure. This
is the so-called partition function of the model and will be the object of our main interest in
this paper. When the starting point of the random walk is the origin we will simply write ZN,β
instead of ZN,βp0q.
The directed polymer model has, by now, a long history starting with the works of Imbrie-
Spencer [IS88] and Bolthausen [B89], who showed the existence of a weak disorder regime in
dimension d ě 3 and when β is small enough. It was then shown that paths weighted by the
polymer measure exhibit diffusive behaviour. The regime of β that was considered in these works
was what we name here the “L2-regime”, which is characterised by the boundedness of the L2pPq
norm of the partition function ZN,β. This regime can be explicitly characterised: if we denote
by λ2pβq :“ λp2βq ´ 2λpβq and by πd the probability that a d-dimensional simple random walk,
starting from the origin, will return to the origin, then
βL2 :“ βL2pdq :“ sup
 
β : λ2pβq ă log
`
1
πd
q (.
This characterisation is achieved via the simple and standard computation
E
“pZN,βpxqq2‰ “ Eb2 “eλ2pβqřNn“1 1S1n“S2n ‰ “ E“eλ2pβqLN ‰, (1.3)
where S1n, S
2
n are two independent copies of the simple random walk, starting from the origin,
with joint law denoted by Pb2. Moreover, LN :“
řN
n“1 1S2n“0 denotes the number of times that
a d-dimensional simple random walk returns to zero and for the second equality we made use
of the equality in law
řN
n“1 1S1n“S2n
law“ řNn“1 1S2n“0. Since the simple random walk is transient
in dimensions d ě 3, one can see that LN converges almost surely to a random variable L8
as N Ñ 8 and the limiting random variable L8 follows a geometric distribution with success
probability equal to πd ă 1. In particular, we have that E
“pZN,βpxqq2‰ NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ E“eλ2pβqL8‰ and
E
“
eλ2pβqL8
‰ “ # 1´πd1´πdeλ2pβq , if λ2pβq ă logp 1πd q8 , otherwise. (1.4)
The weak disorder regime was subsequently characterised as the regime β ă βcpdq where ZN,β
converges almost surely to a strictly positive random variable. Clearly βcpdq ě βL2pdq but a
concrete characterisation of βc is still missing and in fact it took some time to resolve the non-
triviality of the interval pβL2pdq, βcpdqq for d ě 3, [BS10, BS11, BT10, BGH11]. The formulation
of the weak disorder regime as the regime where ZN,β
a.s.ÝÝÑ Z8,β ą 0 is largely due to the works
of Comets, Shiga, Yoshida [CSY03, CSY04, CY06], see also the recent monograph [C17] for a
more detailed bibliographical account with respect to these issues.
The above works (as well as several other relevant ones e.g. [CL17, CN19, MSZ16] etc.) have
focused on studying the partition function at a fixed starting point. Here, on the other hand, we
are interested in the spatial fluctuations of the field of partition functions
`
ZN,βpxq
˘
xPZd , when
then initial point varies, and we will show it exhibits Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) fluctuations in
the L2-regime. Let us recall that the Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations are determined as the
3fluctuations of the field that arises as the solution to the additive stochastic heat equation$&% Btv
pcqpt, xq “ 1
2
∆vpcqpt, xq ` c ξpt, xq
vpcqp0, xq ” 0
(1.5)
where c is a model related constant and ξ denotes space-time white noise, that is the Gaussian
process with covariance structure Erξpt, xqξps, yqs “ δpt ´ sqδpx ´ yq for t, s ą 0 and x, y P Rd.
Our first result is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let d ě 3, β P p0, βL2pdqq and consider the field of partition functions of the
d-dimensional directed polymer
`
ZN,βpxq
˘
xPZd. If ϕ P CcpRdq is a test function, denote by
ZN,βpϕq :“
ÿ
xPZd
´
ZN,βpxq ´ E
“
ZN,βpxq
‰¯ϕ` x?
N
˘
N
d
2
“
ÿ
xPZd
`
ZN,βpxq ´ 1
˘ϕ` x?
N
˘
N
d
2
, (1.6)
the averaged partition function over ϕ. Then the rescaled sequence pN d´24 ZN,βpϕqqNě1 converges
in distribution to a centered Gaussian random variable Zβpϕq with variance given by
VarrZβpϕqs “ Cβ
ż
1
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq , (1.7)
where gp¨q is the d-dimensional heat kernel, Cβ “ σ2pβq Ereλ2pβqL8s and σ2pβq “ eλ2pβq ´ 1.
Besides the interest stemming from understanding spatial correlations in the polymer model,
the above result is motivated by intense recent activity in the field of singular stochastic PDEs.
The field of partition functions
`
ZN,βpxq
˘
xPZd of the directed polymer model can be seen as a
discretisation (via the stochastic Feynman-Kac formula [BC95]) of the stochastic heat equation
(SHE) with multiplicative noise:
Btu “
1
2
∆u` βξpt, xqu, t ą 0, x P Rd, (1.8)
with flat up0, ¨q ” 1 initial condition. Contrary to the case of dimension d “ 1, where one can
make sense of (1.8) by using classical Itô theory, in dimensions d ě 2 this is not possible due
to the lack of regularity of the space-time white noise, which makes the product u ¨ ξ ill defined.
Recent works [MSZ16, GRZ18, CCM18] have shown that a meaning to (1.8) for d ě 3 can be
provided when β is small (a strict subset of the L2-regime) by smoothing out the noise via spatial
mollification with a smooth density jp¨q as ξεpt, xq :“ ε´d
ş
Rd
ξpt, xqjpx{εqdx and solving first
the regularised equation
Btuε “
1
2
∆uε ` βε
d´2
2 ξεpt, xquε, t ą 0, x P Rd. (1.9)
As ε tends to zero, the solution uεpt, ¨q converges (as a field), for β small, to the solution of
the additive stochastic heat equation, whose statistics determine the Edwards-Wilkinson class.
Our result, Theorem 1.1, viewed as a different type of approximation to the SHE, provides the
extension of the meaning of (1.8) to the whole L2 regime. We also establish a similar result for
the field of log-partition functions. In this case we will additionally require that the disorder
satisfies a (mild) concentration property (4.1). More precisely,
Theorem 1.2. Let d ě 3, β P p0, βL2pdqq and consider the fields of log-partition functions of
the d-dimensional directed polymer
`
logZN,βpxq
˘
xPZd, with disorder that satisfies concentration
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property (4.1). If ϕ P CcpRdq is a test function, we have that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
´
logZN,βpxq ´ E
“
logZN,βpxq
‰¯ϕ` x?
N
˘
N
d
2
, (1.10)
converges in distribution to the centered Gaussian random variable Zβpϕq defined in Theorem
1.1.
Given that hpt, xq :“ log upt, xq, with upt, xq the solution to the SHE, is formally the solution
to the KPZ equation
Bth “
1
2
∆h` 1
2
|∇h|2 ` βξ, (1.11)
the field of log-partition functions can be viewed as a discretization of the KPZ equation. Di-
mensions d ě 3 are known in the recent theory of SPDEs as supercritical dimensions and thus
the theories of regularity structures [H14], paracontrolled distributions [GIP17], energy solutions
[GJ14] do not apply. Alternatively, Edwards-Wilkinson limiting fluctuations for the regularised
KPZ
Bthε “
1
2
∆hε `
1
2
|∇hε|2 ` βε
d´2
2 ξε ´
1
2
β2ε´2}j}2
L2pRdq , (1.12)
were recently established in [GRZ18, DGRZ18, CCM19] through Malliavin calculus techniques,
for small β. Moreover, in [MU18] renormalisation and perturbation arguments were used to
establish Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations for small β, when the mollification is performed in
both space and time. [CCM19b] also studied the one-point limit fluctuations of (1.12) in a
subset of the L2 regime.
Before closing this introduction we mention that analogous results to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2,
for regularisations of SHE and KPZ as in (1.9), (1.12) were simultaneously and independently
established by Cosco-Nakajima-Nakashima [CNN20] via quite different methods than ours, based
on stochastic calculus and local limit theorems for polymers inspired by earlier works of Comets-
Neveu [CN95] and of Sinai [S95] (see also [V06, CN19, CCM19b]). Our methods, as we will explain
in more detail in the next section, are based on analysis of chaos expansions inspired by works
on scaling limits of disordered systems [CSZ17a, CSZ16] and two dimensional polymers, SHE
and KPZ [CSZ17b, CSZ18b] (alternative methods to the two dimensional case, which however
do not cover the whole L2 - in this case also subcritical - regime, are those of [CD18, G18]). A
very interesting, open problem is to go beyond the L2 regimes. Currently the only works in this
direction are [CSZ18a, CSZ19, GQT19] on the moments of polymers and SHE on the critical
temperature in dimension two. However, these moment estimates are not enough to determine
the distribution.
2. Outline, main ideas and comparison to the literature
We will describe in this section the method we follow as well as the new ideas required. The
basis of our analysis is the chaos expansion of the polymer partition function as
ZN,βpxq “ 1`
Nÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
qn1pz1 ´ xq
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi , (2.1)
where qnpxq “ PpSn “ xq, σ “ σpβq :“
a
eλ2pβq ´ 1 and ηn,z :“ σ´1
`
eβωn,z´λpβq ´ 1˘, see (3.1)
for the details of this derivation.
5To prove the central limit theorem for pN d´24 ZN,βpϕqqNě1 we make use of the so called Fourth
Moment Theorem [dJ87, NP05, NPR10, CSZ17b], which states that a sequence of random vari-
ables in a fixed Wiener chaos, normalised to have mean zero and variance one, converges to a
standard normal random variable if its fourth moment converges to 3. Of course, in order to
be able to reduce ourselves to a fixed chaos, we need to perform truncation and for this, the
assumption of bounded second moments (L2 regime) plays an important role. This approach
of analysing chaos expansions of partition functions was first used in [CSZ17b] in a framework
that also included the analysis of the two dimensional directed polymer and SHE. The work,
which is needed to carry out this approach in d ě 3, is actually easier than the d “ 2 case in
[CSZ17b]. The reason for this is that the variance of ZN,β is a functional of the local time LN ,
see (1.3), which stays bounded in d ě 3 but grows logarithmically in d “ 2, introducing, in the
latter case, a certain multiscale structure. Still, a careful combinatorial accounting and analytical
estimates, which actually deviate from those in [CSZ17b], are needed to handle the d ě 3 case.
The detailed analysis of such expansion is what allows to go all the way to the L2 critical tem-
perature, as compared to the previous works [GRZ18], [MU18]. The work [GRZ18] established
the central limit theorem via a “linearisation” through Malliavin calculus (Clark-Ocone formula)
and homogenisation / mixing estimates only for sufficiently small β. On the other hand, the
renormalisation methods employed in [MU18] are necessarily restricted to a perturbative (small
β) regime.
For the Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations of the log-partition function, namely Theorem 1.2, we
also adapt the approach of “linearisation” via chaos expansion proposed in [CSZ18b]. However,
the analysis in d ě 3, required to achieve the goal of going all the way to βL2pdq, is rather
more subtle. The reason is that the power law prefactor N
d´2
4 in (1.10) (as opposed to the
corresponding logN prefactor in [CSZ18b]) does not allow for any “soft” (or even more intricate)
bounds à la Cauchy-Schwarz or triangle inequalities in the approximations. Instead, we have to
look carefully at the correlation structure that will cancel the N
d´2
4 . This correlation structure
is rather obvious in the case of the partition function and can be already understood by looking
at the first term of the chaos expansion of N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq as derived from (2.1), which is
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕp x?
N
q
N
d
2
ÿ
zPZd,1ďnďN
qnpz ´ xqηn,z ,
and whose variance is easily computed as
N
d´2
2
ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕp x?
N
qϕp y?
N
q
Nd
ÿ
zPZd,1ďnďN
qnpz ´ xqqnpz ´ yq
“N d´22
ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕp x?
N
qϕp y?
N
q
Nd
ÿ
1ďnďN
q2npx´ yq .
The factor N
d´2
2 is then absorbed by the sum
ř
n q2npx´ yq in a Riemann sum approximation.
What underlies the above computation is that correlations are captured by two independent
copies of the random walk, one starting at x and another at y, meeting at some point by time
N . The probability of such a coincidence event compensates for the N
d´2
2 .
When considering the log-partition functions, the above described mechanism is not obvious,
as logZN,β does not admit an equally nice and tractable chaos expansion. Nevertheless, it is
necessary (which was not the case in [CSZ18b]) to tease out the aforementioned correlation
structure, in order to absorb N
d´2
4 and carry out the approximation. The way we do this is by
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writing logZN,β (or more accurately a certain approximation, which we call logZ
A
N,β, see (4.7))
as a martingale difference:
logZN,β ´ E
“
logZN,β
‰ “ ÿ
jě1
´
E
“
logZN,β |Fj
‰´ E“ logZN,β |Fj´1‰¯ ,
where tFj : j ě 1u,F0 “ tH,Ωu is a filtration generated as Fj “ σpωai : i “ 1, ..., jq with
ta1, a2, ...u an enumeration of N ˆ Zd. By adding the information from the disorder at a single
additional site at each time, we keep track of how the polymer explores the disorder and this
allows (after a certain “resampling” procedure) to keep track of the correlations. The martingale
difference approach we introduce has in some sense some similarity to the Clark-Ocone formula,
which was used in the work of [GRZ18, DGRZ18]. However, our approach of exploring a single
new site disorder at a time seems to be necessary for the precise estimates that we need, in
order to reach the whole L2 regime. Along the way, a fine use of concentration and negative tail
estimates of the log-partition function (e.g. Proposition 4.1) is made.
Once all the necessary approximations to the log-partition function are completed, the task
is then reduced to a central limit theorem for a partition function of certain sorts, thus bringing
us back to the context of Theorem 1.1. The previous work of [DGRZ18] seems to be necessarily
restricted to a small sub-region of p0, βL2q, as a consequence of both the linearisation approach
employed but also more importantly (as far as we can tell) due to the use of the so-called “second
order Poincaré inequality” for the central limit theorem, which requires higher moment estimates
that lead outside the L2 regime, if β is not restricted to be small enough.
The parallel work of Cosco-Nakajima-Nakashima [CNN20] achieves the Edwards-Wilkinson
fluctuations for the SHE and the KPZ by quite different methods than ours, by making use of
clever applications of stochastic calculus and the local limit theorem for polymers [S95, V06,
CN19].
3. The Central Limit theorem for ZN,βpϕq
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout the paper we rely on polyno-
mial chaos expansions of the partition function. Specifically, consider the partition function of a
polymer chain of length N starting from x at time zero. We can write
ZN,βpxq “ Ex
„ ź
1ďnďN, zPZd
e
pβωn,z´λpβqq1Sn“z

“ Ex
„ ź
1ďnďN, zPZd
`
1` peβωn,z´λpβq ´ 1q1Sn“z
˘
“ 1`
Nÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
qn1pz1 ´ xq
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi . (3.1)
For pn, zq P Nˆ Zd we have denoted by ηn,z the centered random variables
ηn,z :“
eβωn,z´λpβq ´ 1
σ
. (3.2)
The number σ “ σpβq is chosen so that for pn, zq P N ˆ Zd the centered random variables
ηn,z have unit variance. A simple calculation shows that σ “
a
eλp2βq´2λpβq ´ 1. Also, the last
equality in (3.1) comes from expanding the product in the second line of (3.1) and interchanging
the expectation with the summation. By using the expansion (3.1) we can derive an expression
7for the averaged partition function. Let us fix a test function ϕ P CcpRdq. For the sake of the
presentation, we will adopt the following notation:
ϕN px1, ..., xkq :“
ź
uPtx1,...,xku
ϕ
`
u?
N
˘
N
d
2
, k ě 1 . (3.3)
We have
ZN,βpϕq :“
ÿ
xPZd
pZN,βpxq ´ 1qϕN pxq
“
Nÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
˜ ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq qn1pz1 ´ xq
¸
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi
“
Nÿ
k“1
Z
pkq
N,βpϕq , (3.4)
where
Z
pkq
N,βpϕq :“ σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
˜ ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxqqn1pz1 ´ xq
¸
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi . (3.5)
The first step towards the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following proposition which identifies
the limiting variance of the sequence pN d´24 ZN,βpϕqqNě1.
Proposition 3.1. Let d ě 3, β P p0, βL2q and fix ϕ P CcpRdq to be a test function. Consider the
sequence pN d´24 ZN,βpϕqqNě1, where ZN,βpϕq is defined in (1.6). Then, one has that
Var
“
N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq
‰ NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ Cβ ż 1
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq ,
where Cβ “ σ2pβq Ereλ2pβqL8s, σ2pβq “ eλ2pβq ´ 1 and g denotes the d-dimensional heat kernel.
For the proof of Proposition 3.1, we will need the following standard consequence of the local
limit theorem, which we prove for completeness.
Lemma 3.2. For any test function ϕ P CcpRdq we have that
N
d
2
´1
Nÿ
n“1
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yqq2npx´ yq NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
1
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq .
Proof. Recall that by the local limit theorem for the d-dimensional simple random walk, see
[LL10], one has that q2npxq “ 2
`
g 2n
d
pxq`opn´ d2 q˘1xPZd
even
, uniformly in x P Zd, as nÑ 8, where
Z
d
even :“ tx “ px1, ..., xdq P Zd : x1 ` ... ` xd P 2Zu. The factor 2 comes from the periodicity
of the random walk. The kernel g 2n
d
pxq appears instead of g2npxq, because after n steps the
d-dimensional simple random walk Sn has covariance matrix
n
d
I. Let us fix ϑ P p0, 1q. Let us also
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use the notation
Tϑ,N :“ N
d
2
´1
ϑNÿ
n“1
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq
Sϑ,N :“ N
d
2
´1
Nÿ
nąϑN
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq .
Observe that if we bound ϕp y?
N
q in ϕN px, yq by its supremum norm and use that
ř
zPZd q2npzq “
1 we obtain that
Tϑ,N ď
‖ϕ‖8
N
ϑNÿ
n“1
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ÿ
yPZd
q2npx´ yq ď
‖ϕ‖8
N
ϑNÿ
n“1
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq ď ‖ϕ‖8 ‖ϕ‖1 ϑ .
On the other hand, by using the local limit theorem and Riemann approximation one obtains
that
Sϑ,N
NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ
ż
1
ϑ
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq .
By combining those two facts and letting ϑÑ 0, one obtains the desired result. 
We are now ready to present the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Recalling (3.4), one arrives into the following expression for the
variance of ZN,βpϕq, by using also the fact that terms of different degree in the chaos expansion
are orthogonal in L2pPq:
Var
“
ZN,βpϕq
‰ “ Nÿ
k“1
σ2k
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2n1px´ yq
kź
i“2
q2pni´ni´1qp0q .
We can factor out the k “ 1 term and change variables to obtain the expression:
Nÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq
˜
1`
N´nÿ
k“1
σ2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓkďN´n
kź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q
¸
, (3.6)
where by convention if n “ N the sum on the rightmost parenthesis is equal to 1. Furthermore,
one can observe that the right parenthesis is exactly equal to E
“
eλ2pβqLN´n
‰
, where we recall
that LN :“
řN
k“1 1S2k“0 denotes the number of times a random walk returns to 0 up to time N .
Thus,
Var
“
N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq
‰ “ N d2´1 Nÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqLN´ns . (3.7)
The heuristic idea here is that, if in the expression (3.7) we ignore n in the expectation, then
the sum would factorise. Then, by noticing that Ereλ2pβqLN s converges and by using also Lemma
3.2, we obtain the conclusion of Proposition 3.1. Let us justify this heuristic idea rigorously. We
have that
E
“
eλ2pβqLN´n
‰ “ E“eλ2pβqLN ‰` E“peλ2pβqLN´n ´ eλ2pβqLN q1LNąLN´n‰ . (3.8)
9Also, ˇˇˇ
E
“peλ2pβqLN´n ´ eλ2pβqLN q1LNąLN´n‰ˇˇˇ ď 2E“eλ2pβqLN1LNąLN´n‰ , (3.9)
by triangle inequality and because LN is non-decreasing. Using Hölder inequality we can further
bound the error in (3.8) as follows: We choose p ą 1 very close to 1, such that pλ2pβq ă logp 1πd q,
thus Erepλ2pβqLN s ă 8, for every N P N. This is only possible when β is in the L2-regime. Then,
by Hölder:
E
“
eλ2pβqLN1LNąLN´n
‰ ď E“epλ2pβqLN ‰ 1pP`LN ą LN´n˘ 1q .
Hence, ˇˇˇ
E
“peλ2pβqLN´n1 ´ eλ2pβqLN q1LNąLN´n‰ˇˇˇ ď cp,βP`LN ą LN´n˘ 1q ,
where cp,β :“ 2E
“
epλ2pβqL8
‰ 1
p ă 8.
Now, we split the sum in (3.7) into two parts. Let ϑ P p0, 1q. We distinguish two cases:
‚ If n ď ϑN , then N ´ n ě p1´ ϑqN . Thus,ˇˇˇ
E
“peλ2pβqLN´n ´ eλ2pβqLN q1LNąLN´n‰ˇˇˇ ď cp,βPpLN ą Lp1´ϑqN q 1q ,
since LN is non-decreasing in N . We also have that
PpLN ą Lp1´ϑqN q ď P
`Dn ą p1´ ϑqN : S2n “ 0˘ ď 8ÿ
nąp1´ϑqN
q2np0q ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
since
ř8
n“1 q2np0q ă 8, because d ě 3. Therefore, in this case we obtain that,
N
d
2
´1
ϑNÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqLN´ns
“N d2´1
ϑNÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq
´
Ereλ2pβqLN s ` op1q
¯
.
‚ If n ą ϑN , we have that:
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
nąϑN
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqLN´ns
ďN d2´1
ÿ
nąϑN
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqL8s .
By combining the two cases above we get that, for every ϑ P p0, 1q
lim sup
NÑ8
VarrN d´24 ZN,βpϕqs ď σ2
ż ϑ
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyqEreλ2pβqL8s ` kpϑq ,
where
kpϑq ď Ereλ2pβqL8s σ2
ż
1
ϑ
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq ,
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and
lim inf
NÑ8
VarrN d´24 ZN,βpϕqs ě σ2
ż ϑ
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyqEreλ2pβqL8s .
It is clear that kpϑq ÝÑ 0 as ϑ ÝÑ 1, hence we obtain the desired result. 
We proceed towards the proof of the Central Limit Theorem for the sequence
`
ZN,βpϕq
˘
Ně1 of
the averaged partition functions. In order to determine the limiting distribution of the sequence`
N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq
˘
Ně1, we use the Fourth Moment Theorem, see [dJ87, NP05, NPR10, CSZ17b].
The strategy we deploy is the following: First, we show that it suffices to consider a large M P N
and work with a truncated version of the partition function, namely
ZMN,βpϕq :“
Mÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
˜ ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq qn1pz1 ´ xq
¸
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi .
(3.10)
To do this it is enough to show that for any ε ą 0 we can choose a large M “ Mpεq such
that N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq and N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq are ε-close in L2pPq, uniformly for N P N large. Then, by
using the Fourth Moment Theorem and the Crámer-Wold device, we show that the random vec-
tor N
d´2
4
`
Z
p1q
N,βpϕq, ..., ZpMqN,β pϕq
˘
converges in distribution to a centered Gaussian random vector.
This allows us to conclude that the limiting distribution of N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq is a centered Gauss-
ian. After removing the truncation in M , we obtain the desired result for N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq, namely
Theorem 1.1.
We begin by proving that we can approximate ZN,βpϕq in L2pPq, uniformly for large enough
N , by ZMN,βpϕq for some large M P N.
Lemma 3.3. For every ε ą 0, there exists M0 P N, such that for all M ąM0
lim sup
NÑ8
∥
∥
∥N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq ´N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq
∥
∥
∥
L2pPq
ď ε .
Proof. Consider ε ą 0. One has that
ZN,βpϕq ´ ZMN,βpϕq
“
Nÿ
kąM
σk
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
˜ ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq qn1pz1 ´ xq
¸
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q
kź
i“1
ηni,zi .
By an analogous computation as in Proposition 3.1 we have that
∥
∥
∥N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq ´N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq
∥
∥
∥
2
L2pPq
ďN d2´1
Nÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq
´ N´nÿ
kěM
σ2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓkďN´n
kź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q
¯
ďN d2´1
Nÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq
´ Nÿ
kěM
σ2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓkďN
kź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q
¯
.
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By Lemma 3.2 we have that
N
d
2
´1
Nÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
ż
1
0
dt
ż
RdˆRd
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq .
The sum in the rightmost parenthesis can be bounded by´ Nÿ
kěM
σ2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓkďN
kź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q
¯
ď
Nÿ
kěM
σ2kRkN ď
Nÿ
kěM
σ2kRk8 ď
8ÿ
kěM
σ2kRk8 ,
where RN “
řN
k“1 q2np0q is the expected number of visits to zero before time N of the simple
random walk and R8 “ limNÑ8RN “
ř8
k“1 q2np0q. Since β is in the L2-regime, the seriesř8
kě1 σpβq2kRk8 is convergent. Therefore, we have that
8ÿ
kěM
σ2kRk8 ÝÝÝÝÑ
MÑ8
0 .
Therefore, we conclude that if we take M to be sufficiently large we have that
∥
∥
∥N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq ´N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq
∥
∥
∥
L2pPq
ď ε ,
uniformly for all large enough N P N, hence there exists M0 P N, so that for M ąM0:
lim sup
NÑ8
∥
∥
∥N
d´2
4 ZN,βpϕq ´N
d´2
4 ZMN,βpϕq
∥
∥
∥
L2pPq
ď ε .

We proceed by showing that for any M P N, the random vector N d´24 `Zp1qN,βpϕq, ..., ZpMqN,β pϕq˘
converges in distribution to a Gaussian vector. To do this we employ the Cramér-Wold de-
vice. Namely, we prove that for any M -tuple of real numbers pt1, ..., tM q the linear combination
N
d´2
4
řM
k“1 tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq converges in distribution to a Gaussian random variable.
Proposition 3.4. For all M P N and pt1, ..., tM q P RM , N
d´2
4
řM
k“1 tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq converges in
distribution to a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance equal to
Mÿ
k“1
t2k C
pkq
β
ż
1
0
dt
ż
R2d
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq ,
where C
pkq
β “ σpβq2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓk´1
ℓ0:“0
k´1ź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q for k ą 1 and C
p1q
β “ σpβq2.
Proof. We start by introducing some shorthand notation that is going to be useful for a concise
presentation of the rest of the proof. For any u P Zd, τ pkqu will denote a time-increasing sequence
of k space-time points pni, ziq1ďiďk Ă N ˆ Zd together with a starting point p0, uq. Given a
sequence τ pkqu “ pni, ziq1ďiďk, we will use the following notation
qpτ pkqu q :“ qn1pz1 ´ uq
kź
i“2
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q and ηpτ pkqu q :“
kź
i“1
ηni,zi .
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Furthermore, we recall from (3.3), that for a finite set tx1, ..., xku Ă Zd we use the notation
ϕN px1, ..., xkq :“
ź
uPtx1,...,xku
ϕ
`
u?
N
˘
N
d
2
. (3.11)
We start by deriving the limiting variance of N
d´2
4
řM
k“1 tk Z
pkq
N,βpϕq. We have that
Var
ˆ
N
d´2
4
Mÿ
k“1
tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq
˙
“
Mÿ
k“1
t2kN
d
2
´1
E
”`
Z
pkq
N,βpϕq
˘2ı
,
because for every k ě 1, E
”
Z
pkq
N,βpϕq
ı
“ 0 and if 1 ď k ă ℓ, we have that E
”
Z
pkq
N,βpϕqZpℓqN,βpϕq
ı
“ 0,
see (3.5). One can follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 3.1, to see that
lim
NÑ8
N
d
2
´1
E
”`
Z
pkq
N,βpϕq
˘2ı “ Cpkqβ ż 1
0
dt
ż
R2d
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq ,
where C
pkq
β :“σpβq2k
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓk´1
ℓ0:“0
k´1ź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q for k ą 1 and C
p1q
β :“σpβq2.
In order to show that N
d´2
4
řM
k“1 tk Z
pkq
N,βpϕq converges in distribution to a Gaussian limit we
will employ the Fourth Moment Theorem, which states that a sequence of random variables in
a fixed Wiener chaos or multilinear polynomials of finite degree converge to a Gaussian random
variable if the 4th moment converges to three times the square of the variance, see [dJ87, NP05,
NPR10, CSZ17b] for more details. Namely, we will show that as N Ñ8,
E
«ˆ
N
d´2
4
Mÿ
k“1
tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq
˙4ff
“ 3Var
«
N
d´2
4
Mÿ
k“1
tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq
ff2
` op1q .
that is, the fourth moment of N
d´2
4
řM
k“1 tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq converges to 3 times its variance, squared.
In view of the chaos expansion (3.5) we have that
E
«ˆ
N
d´2
4
Mÿ
k“1
tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq
˙4ff
“Nd´2
ÿ
1ďa,b,c,dďM
tatbtctd E
”
Z
paq
N,βpϕqZpbqN,βpϕqZpcqN,βpϕqZpdqN,βpϕq
ı
“Nd´2
ÿ
1ďa,b,c,dďM
tatbtctd σ
a`b`c`d ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ˆ
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
.
(3.12)
Since M is finite, we can fix a quadruple pa, b, c, dq and deal with the rest of the sum which
varies as N Ñ8. Thus, we will focus on the sum
Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq σa`b`c`d
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
,
(3.13)
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instead of (3.12). We note that the expectation
E
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
, (3.14)
is non-zero only if the random variables η appearing in the product, are matched to each other.
This is because, if a random variable η stands alone in the expectation (3.14), then due to
independence and the fact that every η has mean zero, the expectation is trivially zero. The
possible matchings among the η variables can be double, triple or quadruple. We cannot have
more than quadruple matchings, because points in a sequence τ psqu are strictly increasing in time,
thus they cannot match with each other.
We will show that when N Ñ 8, only one type of matchings contributes to (3.13) and
hence also to (3.12). Specifically, the only configuration that contributes, asymptotically, is the
one where four random walk paths meet in pairs without switching their pair. In terms of the
sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w , this condition translates to that τ
paq
x , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w must be pairwise
equal to two sequences which do not share any common points. For the rest of the proof, when
we say pairwise equal we will always mean pairwise equal to two distinct sequences which do
not share any common points. We will first focus on sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w , which do not
satisfy this condition and show that their contribution is negligible.
Consider sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w and let τ :“ τ paqx Y τ pbqy Y τ pcqz Y τ pdqw “ pfi, hiq1ďiď|τ |. Let
1 ď i‹ ď |τ | be the first index, so that for all pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu, the sequences
τ
psq
u X
`r1, fi‹q ˆZd˘ are pairwise equal, but this fails to hold for τ psqu X `r1, fi‹s ˆZd˘, see figures
1, 2.
If there does not exist such index 1 ď i‹ ď |τ |, then the four random walks meet pairwise
without switching their pair. For this kind of sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w , for which i‹ does not
exist, we have that τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w have to be pairwise equal. Their contribution to (3.12) is
3Nd´2
ÿ
1ďa,bďM
t2at
2
b σ
2pa`bq ÿ
x,y,z,wPZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x “τ paqy ,τ pbqw “τ pbqz
τ
paq
x Xτ pbqz “∅
qpτ paqx q qpτ paqy q qpτ pbqw q qpτ pbqz q .
The factor 3 accounts for the number of ways we can pair the sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w . The
last sum is exactly equal to 3 E
”`řM
k“1 tkZ
pkq
N,βpϕq
˘2ı2
.
Hence, for now we can focus on the cases for which such a point pfi‹ , hi‹q exists and show
that their contribution is negligible for (3.12).
We distinguish the following cases for such sequences τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w :
‚ Type 1 pT1q. For all pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu, we have τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹qˆZd˘ ‰ ∅.
‚ Type 2 pT2q. For exactly two of the points pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu, we have
that τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ ‰ ∅.
‚ Type 3 pT3q. For all pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu we have that τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹qˆZd˘ “
∅.
Note that we have not included the case that three of the sets τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹qˆZd˘ are non-empty.
This is because, in this case, by the definition of i‹, we have that τ
psq
u X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ have to
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Z
d
...
...
p0, xq
p0, yq
p0, zq
p0, wq
pfi
‹
, hi
‹
q
pf¯a, h¯aq
p
¯
fb,
¯
hbq
...
...
...
...
pf¯1, h¯1q
p
¯
f1,
¯
h1q
(a)
Z
d
...
...
p0, xq
p0, yq
p0, zq
p0, wq
pfi
‹
, hi
‹
q
pf¯a, h¯aq
p
¯
fb,
¯
hbq
...
...
...
...
pf¯1, h¯1q
(b)
Figure 1. (a) A sample T1 configuration. The walks start matching in pairs px Ø y, z Ø wq, but
then switch pair at pfi
‹
, hi
‹
q. (b) The same configuration after summation of all the possible values of
the points pfi, hiqiąi
‹
, of the initial positions p0, zq, p0, wq and of all the points p
¯
fi,
¯
hiq1ďiăb.
be pairwise equal, therefore all four of them are non-empty. Thus, this is the case of T1 sequences.
(T1 sequences). We begin with the case of T1 sequences τ
paq
x , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w . In this case, the four
random walks meet pairwise without switching their pair before time fi‹ . Let us suppose at first
that the walk starting from p0, xq is paired to the walk starting from p0, yq and the walk starting
from p0, zq is paired to the walk starting from p0, wq, that is
τ paqx X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ “ τ pbqy X `r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘
and
τ pcqz X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ “ τ pdqw X `r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ .
We shall refer to this type of sequences as TxØy
1
. Analogously, we define TxØz1 and T
xØw
1 . By
symmetry it only suffices to consider TxØy
1
. We will first show how we can perform the summation
Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq σa`b`c`d
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy1
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
.
(3.15)
Since the η variables have to be paired to each other, we can bound the expectation in (3.15) as
E
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
ď C2M , C “ max  1,Erη3s,Erη4s( . (3.16)
Moreover, sinceM is fixed and 1 ď a, b, c, d ďM we have that σa`b`c`d ď pσ _ 1q4M . Therefore,
Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq σa`b`c`d
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy1
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
ďC2M pσ _ 1q4MNd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy1
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q . (3.17)
By the definition of T1 sequences, we have that for a given T
xØy
1
sequence τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w , with
τ “ τ paqx Yτ pbqy Yτ pcqz Yτ pdqw “ pfi, hiq1ďiďp and p “ |τ |, we can decompose the sequence pfi, hiq1ďiăi‹
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into two disjoint subsequences pf¯1, h¯1q, ..., pf¯a, h¯aq and p
¯
f1, ¯
h1q, ..., p
¯
fb, ¯
hbq, see Figure 1, so that
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q “ qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
ˆ q
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ zqq
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ wq
bź
i“1
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp¯hi ´ ¯hi´1q
ˆ qνapfi‹´f¯aqphi‹ ´ h¯aq q
νb
pfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq
ˆ
mi‹`1ź
m“1
q
fi‹`1
´fpi‹`1qrm
phi‹`1 ´ h
pi‹`1q
rm q ...
mpź
m“1
q
fp´fppqrm
php ´ hppqrmq . (3.18)
For every i‹ ` 1 ď j ď p, the number mj ranges from 2 to 4 and indicates whether pfj , hjq
is a double, triple or quadruple matching. Furthermore, for every i‹ ` 1 ď j ď p and 1 ď
m ď mj , pf pjqrm , hpjqrmq is some space-time point which belongs to the sequence pfi, hiqi‹ďiďp Y
tpf¯a, h¯aq, p
¯
fb, ¯
hbqu, such that f pjqrm ă fj. Also, the exponents νa, νb in (3.18) can take values in
t1, 2u and indicate whether the matching in pfi‹ , hi‹q was double, triple or quadruple. In any
case the product above is bounded by the corresponding expression for νa, νb “ 1, since we have
qnpxq ď 1.
In order to perform the summation in (3.15) for TxØy
1
sequences we make the following obser-
vation. We can start by summing the last point pfp, hpq as follows: We use the fact that qnpxq ď 1
and Cauchy-Schwarz to obtain that
ÿ
pfp,hpq
mpź
m“1
q
fp´fppqrm
php ´ hppqrmq ď
ÿ
pfp,hpq
q
fp´fppqr1
php ´ hppqr1 qqfp´fppqr2 php ´ h
ppq
r2
q
ď
´ ÿ
pfp,hpq
q2
fp´fppqr1
php ´ hppqr1 q
¯ 1
2
´ ÿ
pfp,hpq
q2
fp´fppqr2
php ´ hppqr2 q
¯ 1
2
“
´ÿ
fp
q
2pfp´fppqr1 q
p0q
¯ 1
2
´ÿ
fp
q
2pfp´fppqr2 q
p0q
¯ 1
2
ďp
a
RN q2 “ RN ď R8“
πd
1´ πd
ă 1 . (3.19)
For the last inequality, we used that the range of fp ´ f ppqri is contained in t1, 2, ..., Nu and the
fact that, πd ă 12 for d ě 3, since π3 « 0.34, see [Sp76], and πd`1 ă πd for d ě 3, see [OS96].
We can successively iterate this estimate for all values of pfi, hiq as long as i ą i‹. Therefore, by
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recalling (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) we deduce that
pσ _ 1q4MC2MNd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy1
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q
ď cM pσ _ 1q4M C2MNd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ˆ
2Mÿ
a,b“1
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
p
¯
fi,
¯
hiq1ďiďb
q
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ zqq
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ wq
bź
i“1
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp¯hi ´ ¯hi´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹ q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aqqpfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq
¯
, (3.20)
where cM is a constant combinatorial factor which bounds the number of assignments of T
xØy
1
sequences to the same sequence pfi, hiq1ďiďp, for all p ď a`b`c`d2 ď 2M . Therefore, the last step
for showing that the sum (3.15) has negligible contribution in (3.12) is to show that for all fixed
a, b the following sum vanishes when N goes to infinity:
rCM Nd´2 ÿ
x,y,z,wPZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
p
¯
fi,
¯
hiq1ďiďb
q
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ zqq
¯
f1
p
¯
h1 ´ wq
bź
i“1
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp¯hi ´ ¯hi´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aqqpfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq
¯
, (3.21)
where rCM “ cM pσ _ 1q4M C2M . Let us describe how this can be done. Recall that
ϕN px, y, z, wq “
ź
uPtx,y,z,wu
ϕ
`
u?
N
˘
N
d
2
.
In (3.21), we can bound ϕp z?
N
qϕp w?
N
q by ‖ϕ‖28 and sum out z, w using that
ř
uPZd qnpuq “ 1
so that we bound (3.21) byrCM ‖ϕ‖28
N2
ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
p
¯
fi,
¯
hiq1ďiďb
bź
i“2
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp¯hi ´ ¯hi´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aqqpfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq
¯
. (3.22)
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We sum out all points p
¯
fi´1, ¯
hi´1q2ďiăb successively, starting from p
¯
f1, ¯
h1q and moving forward.
The contribution of each of these summations is bounded by RN ă 1, since for each 2 ď i ă b,ÿ
p
¯
fi´1,
¯
hi´1q
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp¯hi ´ ¯hi´1q “
ÿ
¯
fi´1
q2p
¯
fi´
¯
fi´1qp0q ď RN ă 1 . (3.23)
because the range of
¯
fi ´
¯
fi´1 is contained in t1, ..., Nu. Therefore, we are left with estimating
rCM ‖ϕ‖28
N2
ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹q
ÿ
p
¯
fb,
¯
hbq
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aqqpfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq
¯
.
The contribution of the sums over p
¯
fb, ¯
hbq and pfi‹ , hi‹q isÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aq
ÿ
p
¯
fb,
¯
hbq
qpfi‹´
¯
fbqphi‹ ´ ¯hbq ď N
2 . (3.24)
by summing first over space, using that
ř
uPZd qnpuq “ 1 and then summing over time using that
the range of fi‹ ´ f¯a and fi‹ ´
¯
fb is contained in t1, ..., Nu. Therefore, it remains to show that
the following sum vanishes as N Ñ8:
rCM ‖ϕ‖28 ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
.
We perform the summation over pf¯i, h¯iq for 2 ď i ď a starting from pf¯a, h¯aq and moving backward.
The contribution of each of these summations is bounded by RN ă 1. Consequently, we need to
show that
rCM ‖ϕ‖28 ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
pf¯1,h¯1q
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq ÝÝÝÝÑNÑ8 0 .
By summing out the points h¯1 P Zd it suffices to show thatrCM ‖ϕ‖28 ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
f¯1
q2f¯1px´ yq ÝÝÝÝÑNÑ8 0 .
But it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the last sum is OpN1´ d2 q hence vanishes as N Ñ 8, since
d ě 3. Therefore, we have proved that the sum (3.15) vanishes as N Ñ8. It is exactly the same
to prove the analoguous sums for TxØz1 and T
xØw
1 sequences vanish as N Ñ8.
(T2 sequences) Recall that by the definition of T2 sequences we have that for exactly two of
the points pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu, the corresponding sets τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ ‰ ∅.
τ paqx X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ “ τ pbqy X `r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ ‰ ∅
and
τ pcqz X
`r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ “ τ pdqw X `r1, fi‹q ˆ Zd˘ “ ∅ .
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Z
d
p0, xq
p0, yq
p0, zq
p0, wq
...
...
pfi
‹
, hi
‹
q
pfi
˛
, hi
˛
q
(a)
Z
d
p0, xq
p0, yq
p0, zq
p0, wq
...
...
pfi
‹
, hi
‹
q
pfi
˛
, hi
˛
q
(b)
Figure 2. (a) A sample T2 configuration. (b) The same configuration after summation of all possible
values of the points pfi, hiqiąi
˛
and of the initial positions p0, zq, p0, wq.
We will refer to this type of T2 sequences as T
xØy
2
. Analogously, we can define TxØz
2
and TxØw
2
.
We will show that the sum
Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq σa`b`c`d
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy2
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
,
(3.25)
vanishes as N Ñ8. By using (3.16) and the bound σa`b`c`d ď pσ _ 1q4M we obtain that
Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq σa`b`c`d
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy2
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu qE
” ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
ηpτ psqu q
ı
ďpσ _ 1q4MC2M Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy2
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q . (3.26)
By the definition of pfi‹ , hi‹q we have that pfi‹ , hi‹q is the first point of at least one of the
sequences τ pcqz , τ
pdq
w . Let us assume that it is the first point of exactly one of them. We will refer
to this type of sequences, τ paqx , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w , as T
xØy
2,˛ sequences, see figure 2. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that pfi‹ , hi‹q it is the first point of τ
pcq
z . In that case, pfi‹ , hi‹q can
be a double or triple matching. Let pfi˛ , hi˛q be the first point of τ pdqw . We have that fi‹ ď fi˛ .
Therefore, we first show that
pσ _ 1q4MC2M Nd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy2,˛
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
(3.27)
Similarly to the case of T1 sequences, for given T
xØy
2,˛ sequences τ
paq
x , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w with τ “ τ paqx Y
τ
pbq
y Y τ pcqz Y τ pdqw “ pfi, hiq1ďiďp and p “ |τ |, the cardinality of τ , we have that (see Figure 2)
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ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q “ qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
ˆqνapfi‹´f¯aqphi‹ ´ h¯aq qfi‹ phi‹ ´ zq qfi˛ phi˛ ´ wq
ˆ
mi‹`1ź
m“1
q
fi‹`1
´fpi‹`1qrm
phi‹`1 ´ h
pi‹`1q
rm q ...
mi˛
´1ź
m“1
q
fi˛
´fpi˛qrm
phi˛ ´ h
pi˛q
rm q
ˆ
mi˛`1ź
m“1
q
fi˛`1
´fpi˛`1qrm
phi˛`1 ´ h
pi˛`1q
rm q ...
mpź
m“1
q
fp´fppqrm
php ´ hppqrmq , (3.28)
where, for every i‹`1 ď j ď p, the number mj ranges from 2 to 4 and indicates whether pfj , hjq
was a double, triple or quadruple matching. Also, for every i‹ ` 1 ď j ď p and 1 ď m ď mj ,
pf pjqrm , hpjqrmq is some space-time point which belongs to the sequence pfi, hiqi‹ďiďp Y tpf¯a, h¯aqu,
such that f
pjq
rm ă fj. However, note that in the third line of (3.28), the product for pfi˛ , hi˛q runs
from m “ 1 to mi˛ ´ 1, since qfi˛ phi˛ ´ wq appears in the second line. The exponent νa in the
second line of (3.28) can take values 1 or 2 and indicates whether pfi‹ , hi‹q is a double or triple
matching; it cannot be a quadruple matching since we assumed that it is contained only in τ
pcq
z
and not in τ
pdq
w . In any case, we can bound q
νa
pfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aq by qpfi‹´f¯aqphi‹ ´ h¯aq.
We first make some observations so that the presentation is more concise. By iterating (3.19)
we obtain that
ÿ
pfi˛`1,hi˛`1q
mi˛`1ź
m“1
q
fi˛`1
´fpi˛`1qrm
phi˛`1 ´ h
pi˛`1q
rm q ...
ÿ
pfp ,hpq
mpź
m“1
q
fp´fppqrm
php ´ hppqrmq ď 1 . (3.29)
We also have thatÿ
wPZd
ϕN pwq qfi˛ phi˛ ´ wq “
1
N
d
2
ÿ
wPZd
ϕ
`
w?
N
˘
qfi˛
phi˛ ´ wq ď
‖ϕ‖8
N
d
2
ÿ
wPZd
qfi˛
phi˛ ´wq “
‖ϕ‖8
N
d
2
,
(3.30)
and then we can sum
ÿ
pfi˛ ,hi˛q
mi˛
´1ź
m“1
q
fi˛
´fpi˛qrm
phi˛ ´ h
pi˛q
rm q ď
ÿ
pfi˛ ,hi˛q
q
fi˛
´fpi˛qr
1
phi˛ ´ h
pi˛q
r1 q ď N , (3.31)
Having summed out the points pfi, hiqiěi˛ , we can iterate estimate (3.19) again to obtain that
ÿ
pfi‹`1,hi‹`1q
mi‹`1ź
m“1
q
fi‹`1
´fpi‹`1qrm
phi‹`1 ´ h
pi‹`1q
rm q ...
ÿ
pfi˛´1,hi˛´1q
mi˛´1ź
m“1
q
fi˛´1
´fpi˛´1qrm
phi˛´1 ´ h
pi˛´1q
rm q ď 1 .
(3.32)
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Therefore, in view of (3.28), (3.27) and by using (3.29), (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32) in their respective
order, we get that
pσ _ 1q4MC2MNd´2
ÿ
x,y,z,w PZd
ϕN px, y, z, wq
ÿ
τ
paq
x ,τ
pbq
y ,τ
pcq
z ,τ
pdq
w PTxØy2,˛
ź
pu,sq Ptpx,aq,py,bq,
pz,cq,pw,dqu
qpτ psqu q
ď ‖ϕ‖8 cM,˛ pσ _ 1q4M C2MN
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,y,z PZd
ϕN px, y, zq
ˆ
2Mÿ
a“1
´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹ q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aq qfi‹ phi‹ ´ zq
¯
,
where cM,˛ is a constant combinatorial factor which bounds the number of possible assignments
of TxØy
2,˛ sequences, τ
paq
x , τ
pbq
y , τ
pcq
z , τ
pdq
w to pfi, hiq1ďiďp. We set rCM,˛ :“ cM,˛ pσ _ 1q4M C2M . In
order to establish (3.27), we need to show that for all fixed a ď 2M
‖ϕ‖8 rCM,˛N d2´1ˆ´ ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q
¯
ˆ
´ ÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aq qfi‹ phi‹ ´ zq
¯
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
In analogy to (3.30), we have thatÿ
zPZd
ϕN pzq qfi‹ phi‹ ´ zq ď
‖ϕ‖8
N
d
2
.
Furthermore, by summing over pfi‹ , hi‹q we deduce thatÿ
pfi‹ ,hi‹ q
qpfi‹´f¯aq
phi‹ ´ h¯aq ď N ,
since the spatial sum is equal to 1 and fi‹ ´ f¯a P t1, ..., Nu. Therefore, the last step in order to
establish (3.27) is to show that
rCM,˛ ‖ϕ‖28 ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
pf¯i,h¯iq1ďiďa
qf¯1ph¯1 ´ xqqf¯1ph¯1 ´ yq
aź
i“2
q2pf¯i´f¯i´1qph¯i ´ h¯i´1q ÝÝÝÝÑNÑ8 0 .
By summing over the points pf¯i, h¯iq1ďiďa, this amounts to proving thatrCM,˛ ‖ϕ‖28 ÿ
x,y PZd
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
f¯1
q
2f¯1
px´ yq ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
which is true by Lemma 3.2. The same procedure can be followed for sequences of type TxØz
2,˛
and TxØw2,˛ . So, this concludes the estimate for T
xØy
2
sequences in the case that pfi‹ , hi‹q is the
first point of only one of the sequences τ pcqz , τ
pdq
w and by symmetry also for the analogous cases
for TxØz2 and T
xØw
2 .
Let us treat the case where pfi‹ , hi‹q is the first point of both sequences τ pcqz , τ pdqw . Then, pfi‹ , hi‹q
is a triple or quadruple matching, i.e. either pfi‹ , hi‹q P τ paqx , τ pcqz , τ pdqw , or pfi‹ , hi‹q P τ pbqy , τ pcqz , τ pdqw ,
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or pfi‹ , hi‹q P τ paqx , τ pbqy , τ pcqz , τ pdqw . Both cases can be treated as we did for T1 sequences. Namely,
we can first restrict ourselves to the sequence pfi, hiq1ďiďi‹ by using the bound we used in (3.19).
After following the procedure we described for T1 sequences we get that the sum in this case
is either OpN´ d2 q if pfi‹ , hi‹q is a triple matching and OpN´1´
d
2 q when pfi‹ , hi‹q is a quadruple
matching. Thus, in total the contribution of T2 sequences to (3.12), is OpN1´
d
2 q.
(T3 sequences). For all pu, sq P tpx, aq, py, bq, pz, cq, pw, dqu we have that τ psqu X
`r1, fi‹qˆZd˘ “ ∅.
This implies that i‹ “ 1 and pfi‹ , hi‹q is a triple or quadruple matching. It is easy to see, using
the technique for T1 and T2 sequences, that the contribution of T3 sequences to (3.12) is OpN´
d
2 q.
Therefore, we have showed that the part of the sum (3.12) which is over sequences of Type 1
(T1), Type 2 (T2) or Type 3 (T3) is negligible in the N Ñ 8 limit. Thus, the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Proposition 3.4 we obtain that ZMN,βpϕq converges in distribution
to a centered Gaussian random variable GM as N Ñ 8, with variance equal to
Var
“
GM
‰ “ Mÿ
k“1
C
pkq
β
ż
1
0
dt
ż
R2d
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq.
We also have that
lim
MÑ8
Var
“
GM
‰ “ 8ÿ
k“1
C
pkq
β
ż
1
0
dt
ż
R2d
dxdy ϕpxqg 2t
d
px´ yqϕpyq “ VarZβpϕq ,
where Zβpϕq is the random variable defined by Theorem 1.1, since
8ÿ
k“1
C
pkq
β “ σ2pβq
8ÿ
k“1
σpβq2pk´1q
ÿ
1ďℓ1ă...ăℓk´1
ℓ0:“0
k´1ź
i“1
q2pℓi´ℓi´1qp0q “ σ2pβqEreλ2pβqL8s .
Combining this with Lemma 3.3, we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1.1, that is ZN,βpϕq pdqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
Zβpϕq. 
4. Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations for the log-partition function
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2, namely, the Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations for the log-
partition function.
We will need to impose one more condition to the random environment for technical reasons.
Specifically, we require that the law of the random environment satisfies a concentration inequal-
ity. In particular, we assume that there exists an exponent γ ą 1 and constants C1, C2 ą 0,
such that for every n P N, 1-Lipschitz function f : Rn Ñ R and i.i.d. random variables ω1, ..., ωn
having law P, we have that
P
´ˇˇ
fpω1, ..., ωnq ´Mf
ˇˇ ě t¯ ď C1 exp ´ tγC2
¯
, (4.1)
where Mf denotes a median of fpω1, ..., ωnq. One can replace the median by Erfpω1, ..., ωnqs, by
changing the constants C1, C2 appropriately. Condition (4.1) is satisfied if ω has a density of the
form expp´V p¨q `Up¨qq, where V is uniformly strictly convex and U is bounded, see [Led01]. It
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also enables us to formulate the following left-tail estimate. For Λ Ď NˆZd, let ZΛN,βpxq denote
the partition function which contains disorder only from Λ, that is
ZΛN,βpxq “ Ex
”
exp
` ÿ
pn,zqPΛ
`
βωn,z ´ λpβq
˘
1Sn“z
˘ı
.
Then, we have the following Proposition:
Proposition 4.1 (Left-tail estimate). For every β P p0, βL2q there exists a constant cβ ą 0,
such that: for every N P N, Λ Ď Nˆ Zd, one has that @t ě 0
P
´
logZΛN,βpxq ď ´t
¯
ď cβ exp
´
´ t
γ
cβ
¯
,
where γ, is the exponent in (4.1).
Proposition 4.1 provides an additional advantage to our analysis and that is the existence of
all negative moments for the partition function and all positive moments for the log-partition
function. In particular, the following is in our disposal,
Proposition 4.2. For every β P p0, βL2q, Λ Ď N ˆ Zd and p ą 0 one has that there exist
constants Cnegp,β, C
log
p,β such that
sup
NPN
E
”`
ZΛN,βpxq
˘´pı ď Cnegp,β ,
sup
NPN
E
”ˇˇ
logZΛN,βpxq
ˇˇpı ď C logp,β .
We refer to [CSZ18b] for the proofs of Propositions 4.1, 4.2, as the method presented there
can be followed exactly to give those results in our case. For Proposition 4.1 see also [CTT17],
where this method appeared in the context of pinning models.
We will also need the existence of 2 ` δ moments for the partition function. This can be
established with the use of hypercontractivity, for which we refer to Section 3 of [CSZ18b] for a
detailed exposition. In particular, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 4.3. For every β P p0, βL2q, there exists p “ pβ P p2,8q, such that
sup
NPN
E
”`
ZN,βpxq
˘pı ă 8 .
Let us proceed to the sketch of the proof for the Edwards-Wilkinson fluctuations for the
log-partition function. For every x P Zd we define a space-time window around x as follows
AxN “
!
pn, zq : 1 ď n ď N ε, ‖x´ z‖ ă N ε2`α
)
, (4.2)
for ε P p0, 1q and α P p0, ε
2
q, much smaller than ε
2
. These scale parameters are going to be
determined later in the proofs. We decompose the partition function as:
ZN,βpxq “ ZAN,βpxq ` ZˆAN,βpxq ,
where
ZAN,βpxq “ Ex
”
exp
` ÿ
pn,zqPAx
N
`
βωn,z ´ λpβq
˘
1Sn“z
˘ı
,
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is the partition function which contains disorder only from the set AxN , while the remainder,
ZˆAN,βpxq “ ZN,βpxq ´ ZAN,βpxq, necessarily contains disorder from points outside of AxN , see also
[CSZ18b]. We can then write, for every x P Zd,
logZN,βpxq “ logZAN,βpxq ` log
ˆ
1` Zˆ
A
N,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
˙
. (4.3)
The first step we take is to show that the contribution of the term logZAN,βpxq to the fluctua-
tions of logZN,βpxq is negligible, when averaged over x, in the following sense
Proposition 4.4. Let ϕ P CcpRdq to be a test function. Then, we have that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
´
logZAN,βpxq ´ E
“
logZAN,βpxq
‰¯ L2pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.4)
The second step is to prove that we can replace log
´
1` Zˆ
A
N,β
pxq
ZA
N,β
pxq
¯
by
ZˆA
N,β
pxq
ZA
N,β
pxq . In particular, if
we define ON pxq :“ log
´
1` Zˆ
A
N,β
pxq
ZA
N,β
pxq
¯
´ Zˆ
A
N,β
pxq
ZA
N,β
pxq , then we will show that
Proposition 4.5. Let ϕ P CcpRdq to be a test function. Then, we have that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
´
ON pxq ´ ErON pxqs
¯
L1pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
Therefore, we need to identify the fluctuations of the quotient
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
. In order to do this, we
define, for a suitable ̺ P pε, 1q, the set
BěN “
`pN̺, N s X N˘ˆ Zd , (4.5)
and show that the asymptotic factorisation ZˆAN,βpxq « ZAN pxq
`
ZB
ě
N,βpxq ´ 1
˘
takes place when we
average over x, namely
Proposition 4.6. Let ϕ P CcpRdq to be a test function. Then, we have that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ˆ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
´ `ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1˘˙ L1pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
The last step is to show that the fluctuations of ZB
ě
N,βpxq´1 when averaged over x, are Gaussian
with variance equal to that of Theorem 1.1, namely
Proposition 4.7. Let ϕ P CcpRdq to be a test function. Then, we have the following convergence
in distribution,
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
`
ZB
ě
N,βpxq ´ 1
˘ pdqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
Zβpϕq ,
where Zβpϕq is the centered normal random variable appearing in Theorem 1.1.
We begin with the proof of Proposition 4.4.
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. It suffices to restrict the summation and show that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`aN
ϕN px, yqCov
`
logZAN,βpxq, logZAN,βpyq
˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 , (4.6)
because, by the definition of the sets AxN , if |x´ y| ą 2N
ε
2
`α, then logZAN,βpxq and logZAN,βpyq
are independent, so the covariance vanishes. The proof will be divided in four steps.
(Step 1) - Martingale decomposition. We will expand the covariance appearing in (4.6)
by using a martingale difference decomposition. Let tωa1 , ωa2 , ...u be an arbitrary enumeration
of the disorder indexed by N ˆ Zd. We can then define a filtration pFjqjě1, such that Fj “
σpωa1 , ..., ωaj q. We define also F0 “ t∅,Ωu, where Ω is the underlying sample space where the
random variables pωn,zqpn,zqPNˆZd , are defined. Using this filtration we can write the difference
logZAN,βpxq ´ ErlogZAN,βpxqs as a telescoping sum, namely
logZAN,βpxq ´ E
“
logZAN,βpxq
‰ “ ÿ
jě1
´
ErlogZAN,βpxq|Fj s ´ ErlogZAN,βpxq|Fj´1s
¯
. (4.7)
Then, using the shorthand notation Djpxq “ ErlogZAN,βpxq|Fj s ´ ErlogZAN,βpxq|Fj´1s we have
that:
Cov
`
logZAN,βpxq, logZAN,βpyq
˘ “ ÿ
k,jě1
ErDkpxqDjpyqs “
ÿ
jě1
ErDjpxqDjpyqs ,
where we used the fact that if j ă k, conditioning on Fj shows that Djpxq,Dkpyq are orthogonal
in L2pPq. Therefore, we are able to rewrite the sum in (4.6) as
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
jě1
ErDjpxqDjpyqs . (4.8)
One has to make an important observation at this point. If aj is not contained in A
x
N , then
Djpxq “ 0. Hence, the rightmost sum in (4.8) is non-zero only for j ě 1, such that aj P AxNXAyN .
(Step 2) - Resampling. Let us now look more closely to the martingale differences Djpxq. We
will rewrite them in a closed form using a local resampling scheme. Fix j such that aj P AxNXAyN .
We can write
logZAN,βpxq “ logZ
A,Taj
N,β pxq `
`
logZAN,βpxq ´ logZ
A,Taj
N,β pxq
˘
,
where we used the notation Tajω to denote the disorder environment, where the ωaj disorder
variable has been replaced by an independent copy rωaj . We also have
logZAN,βpxq “ Erω“ logZA,TajN,β pxq‰` Erω
«
log
˜
ZAN,βpxq
Z
A,Taj
N,β pxq
¸ff
,
where Erωr¨s denotes the expectation with respect to the resampled noise, since the left hand side
of the above equation does not depend on rω. We note that the following equality is true:
E
”
Erω“ logZA,TajN,β pxq‰ˇˇˇFjı “ E” logZAN,βpxqˇˇˇFj´1ı . (4.9)
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One can see this by rewriting both sides of the equation, using the fact that, given a random
function fpωq, where ω “ pωkqkě1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, then Erfpωq|Fjs “ş
fpωqśkąj Ppdωkq.
In conclusion, we have managed to rewrite the difference Djpxq as
Djpxq “ E
„
Erω” logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxqıˇˇˇFj . (4.10)
The next step shows how we can remove the logarithms.
(Step 3) - Removing the logarithms. We fix a positive number h P p0, 1´ε
2
q and for x P Zd,
we define
Ejpxq :“
!
ZAN,βpxq, Z
A,Taj
N,β pxq ě N´h
)
. (4.11)
We then decompose Djpxq as follows
Djpxq “E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1EjpxqıˇˇˇFj
`E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1Ecj pxqıˇˇˇFj

.
We hereafter use the notation
D
pbq
j pxq :“ E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1EjpxqıˇˇˇFj ,
D
psq
j pxq :“ E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1Ecj pxqıˇˇˇFj

.
for the two summands of this decomposition. We then have thatÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
DjpxqDjpyq
ı
“
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ı
`
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
` E
”
D
psq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ı
` E
”
D
psq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
.
(4.12)
We will first prove that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.13)
Note that ˇˇ
D
pbq
j pxq
ˇˇ ďE„Erω” ˇˇ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxqˇˇ1Ejpxq ıˇˇˇFj
ďNh E
„
Erω” ˇˇZAN,βpxq ´ ZA,TajN,β pxqˇˇ1Ejpxq ıˇˇˇFj
ďNh E
„
Erω” ˇˇZAN,βpxq ´ ZA,TajN,β pxqˇˇ ıˇˇˇFj , (4.14)
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where we used the fact that if x, y P rt,8q for some positive t ą 0, then | log x´ log y| ď 1
t
|x´y|,
for the second inequality. For the sake of the presentation, we shall adopt the notation
E
„
Erω” ˇˇZAN,βpxq ´ ZA,TajN,β pxqˇˇ ıˇˇˇFj :“Wjpxq , (4.15)
by omitting the dependence in N . By using the estimate (4.14) and summing over j : aj P
AxN XAyN we deduce thatÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”ˇˇ
D
pbq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ˇˇı ď N2h ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
WjpxqWjpyq
ı
. (4.16)
If we denote by Sx the path of a random walk starting at x we have
ZAN,βpxq ´ Z
A,Taj
N,β pxq “ σpβqpηaj ´ rηaj qEx“eHxAKaj 1ajPSx‰ , (4.17)
where
H
x
AKaj
pωq :“
ÿ
aPAxN
a‰aj
“
βωa ´ λpβq
‰
1aPSx , (4.18)
and recall from (3.2) that
ηaj “
e
βωaj
´λpβq ´ 1
σpβq and rηaj “ e
βrωaj´λpβq ´ 1
σpβq .
At this point, we will bound Wjpxq. By (4.15) and (4.17) we have that
Wjpxq “
ż ź
kąj
Ppdωakq
ż
Ppdωaj qPpdrωaj q ˇˇZAN,βpxq ´ ZA,TajN,β pxqˇˇ
“
ż ź
kąj
Ppdωakq
ż
Ppdωaj qPpdrωaj qσpβq |ηaj ´ rηaj |Ex“eHxAKaj pωq1ajPSx‰ .
We will perform this integration in steps. The expectation, Ex
“
e
HxAKaj
pωq
1ajPSx
‰
, does not depend
on ωaj and rωaj by (4.18), and we have thatż
Ppdωaj qPpdrωaj qσpβq |ηaj ´ rηaj | ďσpβq
˜ż
Ppdωaj qPpdrωaj q pηaj ´ rηaj q2
¸ 1
2
“σpβq
a
2Var η “
?
2σpβq . (4.19)
Furthermore, by exchanging the integral and the expectation we deduce thatż ź
kąj
PpdωakqEx
“
e
Hx
AKaj
pωq
1ajPSx
‰ “ Ex“eHxAXta1,...,aj´1upωq1ajPSx‰ , (4.20)
where
H
x
AXta1,...,aj´1upωq :“
ÿ
1ďkďj´1
akPAxN
“
βωak ´ λpβq
‰
1akPSx .
If j “ 1, we set the corresponding energy to be equal to 0. Hence, combining (4.19) and (4.20)
we obtain that
Wjpxq ď
?
2σpβqEx
“
e
Hx
AXta
1
,...,aj´1u
pωq
1ajPSx
‰
.
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Therefore, by Fubini we get that
WjpxqWjpyq ď 2σ2pβqEx,y
“
e
Hx
AXta
1
,...,aj´1u
pωq`Hy
AXta
1
,...,aj´1u
pωq
1ajPSxXSy
‰
,
which after taking the expectation Er ¨ s leads to
E
”
WjpxqWjpyq
ı
ď 2σ2pβqEx,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq1ajPSxXSy
‰
. (4.21)
Therefore, by summing over j : aj P AxN XAyN we deduce thatÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
WjpxqWjpyq
ı
ď 2σ2pβqEx,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq
‰
. (4.22)
Note that the rightmost overlap, LNεpx, yq, goes up to time N ε, since by (4.2), for every j : aj P
AxN XAyN , aj has time index t ď N ε therefore,ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
1ajPSxXSy ď
Nεÿ
n“1
1Sxn“Syn :“ LNεpx, yq .
Recalling (4.16) we get thatÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”ˇˇ
D
pbq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ˇˇı ď N2h 2σ2pβqEx,y“eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq‰ .
So far, we have shown that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ı
ď 2σ2pβqN d2´1`2h
ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq
‰
. (4.23)
Therefore, to establish (4.13), we derive an estimate for Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq
‰
. Let us
denote by τx,y the first meeting time of two independent random walks starting from x, y P Zd,
respectively. By conditioning on τx,y we obtain
Ex,y
”
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq
ı
“
Nεÿ
n“1
Ex,y
”
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq|τx,y “ n
ı
Ppτx,y “ nq .
Using the Markov property we obtain
Nεÿ
n“1
Ex,y
”
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq|τx,y “ n
ı
Ppτx,y “ nq“
Nεÿ
n“1
E
”
eλ2pβqp1`LN´nq
`
1` LNε´n
˘ı
Ppτx,y “ nq .
For every 1 ď n ď N ε, we can bound the expectation
E
”
eλ2pβqp1`LN´nq
`
1` LNε´n
˘ı ď eλ2pβq´E“eλ2pβqL8‰` E“eλ2pβqL8L8‰¯ :“ cpβq ă 8 ,
because β P p0, βL2q, see (1.4). Moreover, we have that
Ppτx,y “ nq ď
ÿ
zPZd
qnpz ´ xqqnpz ´ yq “ q2npx´ yq .
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Therefore,
Ex,y
”
eλ2pβqLN px,yqLNεpx, yq
ı
ď cpβq
Nεÿ
n“1
q2npx´ yq . (4.24)
Recalling (4.13), (4.23) and (4.24), in order to conclude Step 3, we need to show that
N
d
2
´1`2h ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
Nεÿ
n“1
q2npx´ yq ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
We bound ϕp y?
N
q by its supremum norm and use the fact that řzPZd q2npzq “ 1, to obtain that
N
d
2
´1`2h ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
Nεÿ
n“1
q2npx´ yq ď ‖ϕ‖8N2h`ε´1
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq ď ‖ϕ‖8 ‖ϕ‖1N2h`ε´1 .
(4.25)
Since h P p0, 1´ε
2
q, we have that 2h ` ε ă 1, hence the last bound vanishes as N Ñ 8, which
concludes the proof of (4.13).
(Step 4) - Events of small partition functions. Let us see how one can treat the rest of
the terms in the expansion (4.12), which involve the complementary events Ecj pxq, Ecj pyq, recall
their definition from (4.11). We need to show that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
psq
j pxqDpbqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
psq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
It suffices to show one of the these results, since all of them can be treated with similar arguments.
Let us present for example the proof that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
Recall that
D
pbq
j pxq “ E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1EjpxqıˇˇˇFj ,
and
D
psq
j pyq “ E
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpyq ´ logZA,TajN,β pyq¯1Ecj pyqıˇˇˇFj

.
By Cauchy-Schwarz one has that
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ď E
”`
D
pbq
j pxq
˘2ı 12
E
”`
D
psq
j pyq
˘2ı 12
.
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Note that,
E
”`
D
pbq
j pxq
˘2ı ď E„Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1Ejpxqı2 ,
and similarly
E
”`
D
psq
j pyq
˘2ı ď E„Erω”´ logZAN,βpyq ´ logZA,TajN,β pyq¯1Ecj pyqı2

,
since it is true that E
“
ErX|Gs2‰ ď E“X2‰ for a random variable X : pΩ,F ,Pq Ñ R and a σ-
algebra G Ă F . We note here that we will use the notation Eω,rωr ¨ s to denote the expectation
with respect to ω and rω, i.e. the resampled disorder. We use Jensen inequality for the expectation
Erωr¨s and bound the indicator 1Ejpxq ď 1 to obtain that
E
”`
D
pbq
j pxq
˘2ı ďE„Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯1Ejpxqı2
ďE
„
Erω”´ logZAN,βpxq ´ logZA,TajN,β pxq¯2ı
“Eω,rω
„´
logZAN,βpxq ´ logZ
A,Taj
N,β pxq
¯2
ď4E
”`
logZAN,βpxq
˘2ı ă 8 .
by using the inequality pa ` bq2 ď 2pa2 ` b2q and the fact that logZAN,βpxq and logZ
A,Taj
N,β pxq
have the same distribution. Also, E
”`
logZAN,βpxq
˘2ı ă 8 by Proposition 4.2.
For E
”`
D
psq
j pyq
˘2ı
, we have that
E
”`
D
psq
j pyq
˘2ı ďE„Erω”´ logZAN,βpyq ´ logZA,TajN,β pyq¯1Ejpyqı2
ďEω,rω
”´
logZAN,βpyq ´ logZ
A,Taj
N,β pyq
¯2
1Ecj pyq
ı
ďEω,rω
”´
logZAN,βpyq ´ logZ
A,Taj
N,β pyq
¯4ı 1
2
Pω,rω
`
Ecj pyq
˘ 1
2
ď 4E
”`
logZAN,βpyq
˘4ı 12
Pω,rω
`
Ecj pyq
˘ 1
2 .
Last, by a union bound we have that Pω,rω
`
Ecj pyq
˘ ď 2PpZAN,βpyq ă N´hq “ 2PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq.
Therefore, there exists a constant rCβ, such that for all j ě 1,
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ď rCβ PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq 14 .
Hence, we have that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ď rCβ N d2´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq
1
4 .
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From the definition (4.2), we can bound |AxN X AyN | ď N εp
d
2
`1q ď N pd2`1q. We also have that
the probability PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq decays super-polynomially by Proposition 4.1 and so does
PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq
1
4 . Indeed, by Proposition 4.1, we have that
P
´
ZAN,βpxq ă N´h
¯ 1
4 ď c
1
4
β exp
ˆ
´ ph logNq
γ
4cβ
˙
, γ ą 1 ,
Thus, we have that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ď rCβ N d2´1|AxN XAyN | ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yqPpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq
1
4
ď rCβ N d2´1Nd`1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yqPpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq
1
4
ď rCβ ‖ϕ‖21 N d2`d PpZAN,βp0q ă N´hq 14 “ OpN2dq exp ´´O` logNqγ¯ .
Since γ ą 1, the last bound vanishes and therefore we conclude that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
|x´y|ď2N ε2`α
ϕN px, yq
ÿ
j : ajPAxNXAyN
E
”
D
pbq
j pxqDpsqj pyq
ı
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .

We now proceed to the proof of Proposition 4.5. We will need the following lemma which
provides a bound on the rate of decay of E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı
.
Lemma 4.8. For every β P p0, βL2q, there exists a constant Cβ, such that for every λ P p0, εq.
we have that E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı ď CβN´λpd2´1q.
Proof. Let us fix a positive λ P p0, εq. We then have that
E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı “ Nÿ
k“1
σ2k
ÿ
1ďn1ă...ănkďN
z1,...,zkPZd
D iP t1,...,ku: pni,ziq RAxN
kź
i“1
q2ni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1q .
Since the rightmost summation is over sequences of k space-time points pni, ziq1ďiďk, such that
at least one of the points pni, ziq1ďiďk is not in AxN , for every such sequence, there exists at least
one index i P t1, ..., ku, such that |ni´ni´1| ą 1kN ε or |zi´x| ą 1kN
ε
2
`α; recall the definition of
AxN from (4.2). Thus, by changing variables wi :“ zi ´ zi´1, ℓi :“ ni ´ ni´1 and extending the
range of summation from 1 ď ℓ1 ` ...` ℓk ď N to ℓ1, ..., ℓk P t1, ..., Nu, we obtain that
E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı ď Nÿ
k“1
σ2k
ÿ
ℓ1,...,ℓkPt1,...,Nu
w1,...,wkPZd
kÿ
j“1
`
1tℓją 1kNεu ` 1tℓjď 1kNε,|wj|ą 1kN ε2`αu
˘ kź
i“1
q2ℓipwiq .
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By changing the order of summation, for each i ‰ j we have that řNℓi“1řwiPZd q2ℓipwiq “řN
ℓi“1 q2ℓip0q “ RN . Thus, we have
E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı ď Nÿ
k“1
σ2kRk´1N k
ÿ
ℓPt1,...,Nu
wPZd
`
1tℓą 1
k
Nεu ` 1tℓď 1
k
Nε,|w|ą 1
k
N
ε
2
`αu
˘
q2ℓ pwq . (4.26)
Let us consider the contribution of the two indicator functions separately. For the first one, by
summing w P Zd, one obtains, for N large enough,
Nÿ
k“1
σ2kRk´1N k
ÿ
1
k
NεăℓďN
q2ℓp0q ď
Nε´λÿ
k“1
σ2kRk´1N k
ÿ
1
k
NεăℓďN
q2ℓp0q `
Nÿ
kąNε´λ
σ2kRkNk
ď
Nε´λÿ
k“1
σ2kRk´1N kpRN ´RNλq `
Nÿ
kąNε´λ
σ2kRkNk
ď pRN ´RNλq
8ÿ
k“1
kapβqk `
8ÿ
kąNε´λ
kapβqk , (4.27)
where apβq :“ σ2pβqR8 and R8 “
ř8
ℓ“1 q2ℓp0q. Note that, since β lies in the L2-region, we have
that apβq ă 1. Therefore, the sum ř8k“1 kak is finite. Using the local limit theorem one obtains
that
RN ´RNλ ď C
8ÿ
ℓąNλ
1
ℓ
d
2
“ O`N´λpd2´1q˘ ,
for some C ą 0. Moreover, since apβq ă 1, there exists p ą 1 very close to 1, so that pa ă 1 and
for every k ě k0, for some k0 P N, we have that kak ď ppaqk. Therefore,
8ÿ
kąNε´λ
kak ď
8ÿ
kąNε´λ
ppaqk ď CppaqNε´λ “ o `N´λpd2´1q˘ .
As a consequence, the rate at which the sum (4.27) decays, is at least N´λp
d
2
´1q, for any λ P p0, εq.
The contribution of the second indicator function in (4.26), namely the sum
Nÿ
k“1
σ2kRk´1N k
ÿ
ℓPt1,...,Nu
wPZd
1 
ℓď 1
k
Nε,|w|ą 1
k
N
ε
2
`α
(q2ℓ pwq ,
much smaller than the contribution of the first one, as can be seen by using moderate devia-
tions estimates for the simple random walk, following exactly the route suggested by [CSZ18b].
Therefore, one obtains the desired result with the constant Cβ being equal to C
1 ř8
k“1 kapβqk,
for some positive constant C 1, not depending on β. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. It suffices to prove that:
N
d´2
4 E
”ˇˇ
ON pxq
ˇˇı ÝÑ 0 ,
as N ÝÑ 8.
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As in [CSZ18b] this is a careful Taylor estimate. We define
D˘N :“
"
˘ Zˆ
A
N,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ą N´p
*
and DN :“ D`N YD´N “
" ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ą N´p
*
,
for p “ d´2
4
p˚, with 0 ă p˚ ă 1 to be defined later. For q “ d´2
4
q˚ with 0 ă q˚ ă 1, also to be
specified later, we have that
PpDN q ď P
´
DN X
!
ZAN,βpxq ě N´q
(˘` P´DN X !ZAN,βpxq ă N´q(˘
ď P
´ˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ˇˇ ą N´pp`qq¯` P´ZAN,βpxq ă N´q¯
ď N2pp`qqE
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı
` P
´
ZAN,βpxq ă N´q
¯
. (4.28)
For the last inequality we used Chebyshev inequality. By Lemma 4.8 we have that E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı
ď
CβN
´λpd
2
´1q for some constant Cβ and for every λ P p0, εq. By Proposition 4.1 we have that
P
´
ZAN,βpxq ă N´q
¯
vanishes super-polynomially i.e.
P
ˆ
ZAN,βpxq ă N´q
˙
ď cβ exp
ˆ´qγplogNqγ
cβ
˙
, γ ą 1 .
Therefore, by plugging those estimates into (4.28) we get that for a constant Cˆβ ą Cβ,
PpDN q ď CˆβN2pp`qq´λp
d
2
´1q . (4.29)
For a constant C ă 8, it is true that,
| logp1` yq ´ y| ď C ¨
$’’&’’%
b
|y|
1`y if ´ 1 ă y ă 0
y2 if ´ 1
2
ď y ď 1
2
|y| if 0 ă y ă 8
.
Hence,
E
”ˇˇ
ON pxq
ˇˇı ď E„ˆ ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
˙2
1Dc
N

` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
D`
N

` E
„gffeˇˇˇˇ ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
D´
N

. (4.30)
Let us deal with each term separately. We have that
E
„ˆ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
˙2
1Dc
N

ď N´2p , (4.31)
by the definition of DN . We split the second term as follows:
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N

“ E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqěN´qu

` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqăN´qu

.
(4.32)
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For the first summand of (4.31) we have that
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqěN´qu

ďN q E
”ˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ˇˇ
1D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqěN´qu
ı
ďN q E
”ˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ˇˇ
1
D`
N
ı
ďN q E
”`
ZˆAN,βpxq
˘2ı 12
PpDN q
1
2 ,
by Cauchy-Schwarz. By Lemma 4.8, we get that E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı
ď CβN´λp
d
2
´1q and PpDN q ď
CˆβN
2pp`qq´λpd
2
´1q by (4.29). Hence,
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1
D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqěN´qu

ď CˆβN qN´λp
d´2
4
qNp`q´λp
d´2
4
q
“ CˆβNp`2q´2λp
d´2
4
q .
For the second summand of (4.31) we use Hölder inequality with exponents a “ 1
2
, b “ c “ 1
4
to
obtain that
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N
XtZA
N,β
pxqăN´qu

ď E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı 1
2
E
” 1
pZAN,βpxqq4
ı 1
4
PpZAN,βpxq ă N´qq
1
4 .
The term PpZAN,βpxq ă N´qq
1
4 vanishes super-polynomially therefore, recalling (4.32) we con-
clude that
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
1D`
N

ď C1,β Np`2q´2λp
d´2
4
q . (4.33)
for some constant C1,β ą 0. The second summand of (4.30) can be treated similarly. In particular,
we split it as follows
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1
D´
N

“ E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1
D´
N
XtZN,βpxqěN´qu

` E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1
D´
N
XtZN,βpxqăN´qu

.
(4.34)
For the first term we have that
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1D´
N
XtZN,βpxqěN´qu

ďN q2E
”
|ZˆAN,βpxq|
1
2 1D´
N
ı
ďN q2E
”
|ZˆAN,βpxq|
1
2 1DN
ı
ďN q2E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı 1
4
PpDN q
3
4 . (4.35)
by Hölder inequality. By Lemma 4.8 we have that E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı
ď CβN´λp
d
2
´1q for λ P p0, εq
and by bound (4.29) we have that PpDN q ď CˆβN2pp`qq´λp
d
2
´1q. Combining these two estimates
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we get that
N
q
2 E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı 1
4
PpDN q
3
4 ď CˆβN
q
2N´
λ
2
pd´2
4
qN
3
2
pp`q´λpd´2
4
qq
“ CˆβN
3
2
p`2q´2λpd´2
4
q , (4.36)
where we used Hölder inequality for the last inequality as well as bound (4.29) and Lemma 4.8.
For the second term in (4.34) we can proceed as before, namely
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1D´
N
XtZN,βpxqăN´qu

ď E
”
pZˆAN,βpxqq2
ı 1
4
E
” 1
pZAN,βpxqq4
ı 1
4
PpZN,βpxq ă N´qq
1
2 ,
(4.37)
by Hölder inequality. The super-polynomial decay of PpZN,βpxq ă N´qq together with the bounds
(4.29), (4.35), (4.36),(4.37) and Proposition 4.1, allows us to conclude that
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZN,βpxq
ˇˇˇˇ 1
2
1
D´
N

ď C2,βN
3
2
p`2q´2λpd´2
4
q , (4.38)
for some constant C2,β ą 0. Recall now that we wanted to prove that N
d´2
4 E
“|ON pxq|‰ Ñ 0 as
N Ñ 8. By the estimates (4.31), (4.33) and (4.38) respectively, we see that it suffices to find
exponents p˚, q˚ and λ, so that
1´ 2p˚ ă 0, 1´ 2λ` p˚ ` 2q˚ ă 0, 1´ 2λ` 3
2
p˚ ` 2q˚ ă 0 .
Since we can consider λ P p0, εq arbitrarily close to ε and also because the second inequality is
implied by the third, it suffices to find exponents p˚, q˚ and ε, so that
1´ 2p˚ ă 0, 1´ 2ε ` 3
2
p˚ ` 2q˚ ă 0 .
This would lead to ε ą 1
2
p1 ` 3
2
p˚ ` 2q˚q and since we can take p˚ ą 1
2
arbitrarily close to 1
2
and q˚ ą 0 arbitrarily small, it suffices to choose ε ą 7
8
in the definition of the sets AxN , recall
(4.2). 
We proceed now to the proof of Proposition 4.6.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We need to prove that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ˆ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
´ `ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1˘˙ L1pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.39)
We remind the reader that BěN :“
`pN̺, N s XN˘ˆZd for some ̺ P pε, 1q, the choice of which is
specified by (4.63). We also define the sets
BN :“
`pN ε, N s X N˘ˆ Zd ,
CxN :“
 pn, zq P Nˆ Zd : 1 ď n ď N ε, |z ´ x| ě N ε2`α( .
We decompose ZˆAN,βpxq into two parts
ZˆAN,βpxq “ ZA,BN,β pxq ` ZA,CN,β pxq ,
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where
Z
A,B
N,β pxq :“
ÿ
τPAx
N
YBN : τXBN‰∅
σ|τ |qp0,xqpτqηpτq ,
Z
A,C
N,β pxq :“
ÿ
τĂt1,...,NuˆZd: τXCx
N
‰∅
σ|τ |qp0,xqpτqηpτq . (4.40)
The proof will consist of three steps.
(Step 1) The first task will be to show that ZA,CN,β pxq has a negligible contribution to (4.39).
The proof of this is based on the fact that ZA,CN,β pxq consists of random walk paths which are
super-diffusive: the walk will have to travel at distance greater than N
ε
2
`α from x within time
N ε. Therefore, by standard moderate deviation estimates one can show that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq ¨
Z
A,C
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
L2pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
The proof follows the same lines of the proof of Prop. 2.3. in [CSZ18b] and for this reason we
omit the details.
(Step 2) The second step will be to show that in the chaos expansion of ZA,BN,β pxq, the
contribution from sampling disorder ηr,z, with r ă N̺ is negligible, for every ̺ P pε, 1q. In
particular, let us denote by BstripN the set B
strip
N :“
!
pn, zq P pN ε, N̺s ˆ Zd
)
. We can decompose
Z
A,B
N,β pxq into two parts ZA,BN,β pxq “ ZA,B
ă
N,β pxq ` ZA,B
ě
N,β pxq such that
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq :“
Nÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
0:“n0ăn1ă...ănkďN
x:“z0,z1,...,zkPZd
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN ‰∅
kź
i“1
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1qηni,zi . (4.41)
and
Z
A,Bě
N,β pxq :“
Nÿ
k“1
σk
ÿ
0:“n0ăn1ă...ănkďN
x:“z0,z1,...,zkPZd
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN “∅
kź
i“1
qni´ni´1pzi ´ zi´1qηni,zi . (4.42)
In this step we will show that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq ¨
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
L2pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
or equivalently
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ Z
A,Bă
N,β pyq
ZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.43)
Let us denote by Sx, Sy the paths of two independent random walks starting from x, y respec-
tively. Let us also use the following notation
FN px, yq :“ Ex,y
“peHxpωq ´ 1qpeHypωq ´ 1q1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
, (4.44)
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where
H
xpωq :“
ÿ
pn,zqPNˆZd
pβωn,z ´ λpβqq1Sxn“z ,
and
F nsN px, yq :“ Ex,y
“peHxnspωq ´ 1qpeHynspωq ´ 1q1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
, (4.45)
where
H
x
nspωq :“
ÿ
pn,zqPpBstrip
N
qc
pβωn,z ´ λpβqq1Sxn“z .
is the energy which does not contain disorder indexed by space-time points in the region BstripN .
Note that, even though in the definition (4.44) of F nsN px, yq, the energies Hxnspωq,Hynspωq do not
contain disorder indexed by BstripN , there is still the constraint that the two random walks S
x, Sy
meet at some point in BstripN .
We will control (4.43), by showing that
E
«
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ Z
A,Bă
N,β pyq
ZAN,βpyq
ff
“ E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
, (4.46)
and then showing that when the right-hand side is inserted into (4.43), then it leads to vanishing
contribution. Let us check first the equality (4.46). The chaos expansion of FN px, yq is
FN px, yq “Ex,y
“peHxpωq ´ 1qpeHypωq ´ 1q1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
“
ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďk
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓ
Ex,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj1SxXSyXBstripN ‰∅
‰
ˆ
ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj .
Similarly,
F nsN px, yq “Ex,y
“peHxnspωq ´ 1qpeHynspωq ´ 1q1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
“
ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN “∅
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓXBstripN “∅
Ex,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj1SxXSyXBstripN ‰∅
‰
ˆ
ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj .
The constraints pni, ziq1ďiďk X BstripN “ ∅ and pmj , wjq1ďjďℓ X BstripN “ ∅ come from the fact
that the energies Hxnspωq,Hynspωq do not sample points from BstripN . The chaos expansion of the
difference, FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq, is then
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq “ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN ‰∅
or
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓXBstripN ‰∅
Ex,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj1SxXSyXBstripN ‰∅
‰ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj .
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Therefore, the expansion of E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
is
E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
“E
«
1
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN ‰∅
or
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓXBstripN ‰∅
ˆEx,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj1SxXSyXBstripN ‰∅
‰ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj
ff
.
(4.47)
Note that if for example pni, ziq1ďiďk X BstripN ‰ ∅, the expectation Er¨s will impose that also
pmj , zjq1ďjďℓ X BstripN ‰ ∅ and in particular, pni, ziq1ďiďk XBstripN “ pmj , wjq1ďjďℓ X BstripN , due
to the fact that the η variables indexed by space-time points with time index t ą N ε appearing
in the expansion of FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq have to match pairwise, because they are independent
of ZAN,βpxq, ZAN,βpyq, and so if a disorder variable ηni,zi or ηmj ,wj is unmatched, their mean zero
property will lead to vanishing of the whole expectation Er¨s. Thus, the indicator 1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
will always be equal to 1 for every summand of the last expansion, since we are summing space-
time sequences, such that pni, ziq1ďiďk X pmj, zjq1ďjďℓXBstripN ‰ ∅. Therefore, the expansion of
E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
is actually equal to
E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
“E
«
1
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN ‰∅
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓXBstripN ‰∅
ˆEx,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj
‰ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj
ff
.
Recalling (4.41), we have that
E
«
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ Z
A,Bă
N,β pyq
ZAN,βpyq
ff
“E
«
1
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ÿ
1ďk,ℓďN
σk`ℓ
ÿ
pni,ziq1ďiďkXBstripN ‰∅
pmj ,wjq1ďjďℓXBstripN ‰∅
ˆEx,y
“ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
1Sxni
“zi1Symj“wj
‰ ź
1ďiďk
1ďjďℓ
ηni,ziηmj ,wj
ff
.
Therefore, we conclude that
E
«
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ Z
A,Bă
N,β pyq
ZAN,βpyq
ff
“ E
«
FN px, yq ´ F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
.
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Having established this equality, to finish the proof of (4.43), we will prove that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
FN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 , (4.48)
and
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
F nsN px, yq
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.49)
We start by showing the validity of (4.48), since (4.49) can be treated with the same arguments.
In view of (4.44) we have that
FN px, yq “Ex,y
“peHxpωq ´ 1qpeHypωq ´ 1q1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
“Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰´ Ex,y“eHxpωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
´Ex,y
“
eH
ypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰` Px,y`Sx X Sy XBstripN ‰ ∅˘ . (4.50)
We begin by showing that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
The main point here will be to remove the denominators. Consider the setEN :“ tZAN,βpxq, ZAN,βpyq ě
N´hu for some h P p0, 1´̺
2
q. We have that
E
„Ex,y“eHxpωq`Hypωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq

“E
„Ex,y“eHxpωq`Hypωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1EN

`E
„Ex,y“eHxpωq`Hypωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N

. (4.51)
We can bound the first summand using the definition of the sets EN , as follows
E
„Ex,y“eHxpωq`Hypωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1EN

ďN2h E
„
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
“N2h Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
. (4.52)
We condition on the first time, τx,y, that the two random walk paths meet, to obtain that
Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰ “ N̺ÿ
n“1
Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
ˇˇ
τx,y “ n
‰
Ppτx,y “ nq
ď
N̺ÿ
n“1
Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq
ˇˇ
τx,y “ n
‰
Ppτx,y “ nq .
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By the Markov property
N̺ÿ
n“1
Ex,y
“
eλ2pβqLN px,yq
ˇˇ
τx,y “ n
‰
Px,ypτx,y “ nq “
N̺ÿ
n“1
E
“
eλ2pβqpLN´n`1q
‰
Px,ypτx,y “ nq
“
N̺ÿ
n“1
eλ2pβq E
“
eλ2pβqLN´n
‰
Px,ypτx,y “ nq
ď eλ2pβq E“eλ2pβqL8‰ N̺ÿ
n“1
q2npx´ yq . (4.53)
We set rCβ :“ eλ2pβq E“eλ2pβqL8‰ and remind the reader that E“eλ2pβqL8‰ ă 8 because β P
p0, βL2q. Therefore, if we combine (4.52),(4.53), we deduce the estimate
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yqE
„Ex,y“eHxpωq`Hypωq1SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1EN

ď rCβ N d2´1`2h ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq
N̺ÿ
n“1
q2npy ´ xq .
The last bound vanishes because h P p0, 1´̺
2
q, see (4.25) for the derivation of this fact.
We now deal with the complementary event EcN in (4.51). Recall that
EcN “ tZAN,βpxq ă N´hu Y tZAN,βpyq ă N´hu .
By Proposition 4.1 and a union bound we obtain that
PpEcN q ď 2P
`
ZAN,βpxq ă N´h
˘ ď 2cβ expˆ´hγplogNqγ
cβ
˙
. (4.54)
Recall that we need to show that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
We have that
E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
ďE
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
“E
«
ZN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ ZN,βpyq
ZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
.
In order to bound the last expectation, we use Hölder inequality with exponents p, p, q ą 1, so
that 2
p
` 1
q
“ 1, with p P p2,8q sufficiently close to 2 so that E“pZN,βpxqqp‰ ă 8, thanks to
Proposition 4.3. In particular, we obtain that
E
«
ZN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
¨ ZN,βpyq
ZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
ď E
«ˆ
ZN,βp0q
ZAN,βp0q
˙pff 2p
PpEcN q
1
q .
We apply Hölder inequality again on the first term, with exponents r, s ą 1, so that 1
r
` 1
s
“ 1
and r ą 1 is sufficiently close to 1 so that we have E
„´
ZN,βp0q
¯pr
ă 8, by Proposition 4.3.
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This way, we obtain that
E
«ˆ
ZN,βp0q
ZAN,βp0q
˙pff 2p
ď E
„´
ZN,βp0q
¯pr 2pr
E
„´
ZAN,βp0q
¯´ps 2ps
.
By Proposition 4.2, we also have that E
„´
ZAN,βp0q
¯´ps ă 8. Therefore, we have showed that
there exists a constant Cˆβ, such that
E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
ď CˆβP pEcN q
1
q .
for some q ą 1. Thus,
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
1Ec
N
ff
ďCˆβcβN
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq exp
ˆ´hγplogNqγ
q cβ
˙
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
because γ ą 1. Recall now decomposition (4.50). We have shown that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq`Hypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.55)
Similarly, we can show that
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
xpωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
Ex,y
“
eH
ypωq
1
SxXSyXBstrip
N
‰∅
‰
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 ,
N
d
2
´1 ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq E
«
1
ZAN,βpxqZAN,βpyq
ff
Px,y
`
Sx X Sy XBstripN ‰ ∅
˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 . (4.56)
The steps to do that are quite similar to the steps we followed to prove (4.55). Therefore, the
proof of (4.48) has been completed. Then, the proof of (4.49) follows exactly the same lines,
since F nsN px, yq admits a similar decomposition to (4.50).
(Step 3) Recall from (4.39) that we have to show that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ˆ
ZˆAN,βpxq
ZAN,βpxq
´ `ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1˘˙ L1pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
In Steps 1 and 2 we showed that if one decomposes ZˆAN,βpxq as ZˆAN,βpxq “ ZA,CN,β pxq`ZA,B
ă
N,β pxq`
Z
A,Bě
N,β pxq (recall their definitions from (4.40),(4.41),(4.42)) then one has that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
Z
A,C
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
L2pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
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and
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
Z
A,Bă
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
L2pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
Therefore, this last step will be devoted to showing that
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ˆ
Z
A,Bě
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
´ `ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1˘˙ L1pPqÝÝÝÝÑ
NÑ8
0 .
We can rewrite the expansion of ZA,B
ě
N,β pxq, according to the last point that the polymer samples
inside AxN and the first point that is samples in B
ě
N , where we recall the definition of B
ě
N , from
(4.5). In particular,
Z
A,Bě
N,β pxq “
ÿ
pt,wqPAx
N
, pr,zqPBě
N
ZA0,t,βpx,wq ¨ qr´tpz ´ wq ¨ σ ηr,z ¨ Zr,N,βpzq . (4.57)
where ZA
0,t,βpx,wq is the point-to-point partition function from p0, xq to pt, wq, defined by ZA0,t,βpx,wq :“
1 if pt, wq “ p0, xq and by
ZA0,t,βpx,wq :“
ÿ
τĂAx
N
Xpr0,tsˆZdq:τQpt,wq
σ|τ |qp0,xqpτqηpτq . (4.58)
We will show that if we replace qr´tpz ´ wq by qrpz ´ xq in the expansion of
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq ¨
Z
A,Bě
N,β pxq
ZAN,βpxq
,
via (4.57), then the corresponding error vanishes in L1pPq, as N Ñ 8. Note that if we perform
this replacement, then the right hand side of (4.57) becomes exactly equal to ZAN,βpxqpZB
ě
N,βpxq´1q
and this will lead to the cancellation of the corresponding denominator. We define the set
BěN pxq :“
 pr, zq P BěN : |z ´ x| ă r 12`α( .
where α is defined in (4.2). Then by first restricting to pr, zq P BěN pxq, we want to show that the
L1pPq norm of
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
ÿ
pt,wqPAxN
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
ZA
0,t,βpx,wq
ZAN,βpxq
´
qr´tpz ´ wq ´ qrpz ´ xq
¯
¨ σ ηr,z ¨ Zr,N,βpzq , (4.59)
vanishes as N Ñ8. We note that the rightmost sum in (4.59) is essentially over points pt, wq P
AxN , so that qtpx´wq ‰ 0, because otherwise the point to point partition function ZA0,t,βpx,wq is
zero. In that case, we observe that if due to the periodicity of the random walk, qr´tpz´wq “ 0
then we also have that qrpz ´ xq “ 0, since qtpx ´ wq ‰ 0. Therefore, we shall assume that
qr´tpz ´ wq, qrpz ´ xq ‰ 0 from now on. By Theorem 2.3.11 in [LL10], we have that for pr, zq P
BěN pxq,
qrpz ´ xq “2g r
d
pz ´ xq exp
´
O
`
1
r
` |z´x|4
r3
˘¯ ¨ 1qrpz´xq‰0
“2g r
d
pz ´ xq exp `Opr´1`4αq˘ ¨ 1qrpz´xq‰0 . (4.60)
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Furthermore, for pt, wq P AxN we have that
qr´tpz ´ wq “2g r´t
d
pz ´ wq exp
´
O
`
1
r´t ` |z´w|
4
pr´tq3
˘¯ ¨ 1qr´tpz´wq‰0
“2g r´t
d
pz ´ wq exp `Opr´1`4αq˘ ¨ 1qr´tpz´wq‰0 , (4.61)
because we have that |z ´ w| ď |z ´ x| ` |x ´ w| ď r 12`α ` N ε2`α ď 2r 12`α, for large N since
r P pN ε, N̺q. Also, we have that for large N , |r´ t| ě 1
2
r, since t ď N ε. It is a matter of simple
computations to see that
sup
#ˇˇˇˇ
g r
d
pz ´ xq
g r´t
d
pz ´ wq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
: r ą N̺ , t ď N ε , |w ´ x| ă N ε2`α, |z ´ x| ă r 12`α
+
“ O
´
N c pε´̺q
¯
,
(4.62)
for some positive constant c ą 0, by choosing α sufficiently small. By Cauchy-Schwarz we obtain
the following estimate for the L1-norm of (4.59),
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
|ϕN pxq|E
«
1
ZAN,βpxq
ˆ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pt,wqPAxN
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
ZA0,t,βpx,wq
´
qrpz ´ xq ´ qr´tpz ´ wq
¯
¨ σ ηr,z ¨ Zr,N,βpzq
ˇˇˇ ff
ďN d´24
ÿ
xPZd
|ϕN pxq|E
” 1
ZAN,βpxq2
ı1{2
ˆ E
«˜ ÿ
pt,wqPAx
N
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
ZA0,t,βpx,wq
´
qrpz ´ xq ´ qr´tpz ´ wq
¯
¨ σ ηr,z ¨ Zr,N,βpzq
¸2 ff1{2
.
By the negative moment estimate, i.e. Proposition 4.2 we have that E
”`
ZAN,βpxq
˘´2ı ă 8. By
expanding the square in the second expectation we have that it is equal toÿ
pt,wqPAxN
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
E
“
ZA0,t,βpx,wq2
‰ ´
qrpz ´ xq ´ qr´tpz ´ wq
¯2
σ2 E
“
Zr,N,βpzq2
‰
“
ÿ
pt,wqPAx
N
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
E
“
ZA0,t,βpx,wq2
‰ #
1´ qrpz ´ xq
qr´tpz ´ wq
+2
q2r´tpz ´ wqσ2 E
“
Zr,N,βpzq2
‰
ďOpN2cpε´̺qq
ÿ
pt,wqPAxN
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
E
“
ZA0,t,βpx,wq2
‰
q2r´tpz ´ wqσ2 E
“
Zr,N,βpzq2
‰
,
by using estimate (4.62) and (4.60),(4.61). The last sum is bounded by E
”`
Z
A,Bě
N,β p0q
˘2ı
. By
adapting the proof of Lemma 4.8, one can show that E
”`
Z
A,Bě
N,β p0q
˘2ı “ O`N´ϑpd2´1q˘, for every
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ϑ ă ̺. Therefore,
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
|ϕN pxq|E
«
1
ZAN,βpxq
ˆ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
pt,wqPAxN
pr,zqPBě
N
pxq
ZA0,t,βpx,wq
#
1´ qrpz ´ xq
qr´tpz ´ wq
+
qr´tpz ´ wq ¨ σ ηr,z ¨ Zr,N,βpzq
ˇˇˇ ff
ďC ‖ϕ‖
1
E
”`
ZAN,βpxq
˘´2ı 12
N
d´2
4 N cpε´̺qN´ϑp
d´2
4
q .
In order for the last bound to vanish we need that
p1´ ϑqd´ 2
4
` cpε ´ ̺q ă 0 .
Since, ϑ P p0, ̺q can be chosen arbitrarily close to ̺, it suffices that
p1´ ̺qd´ 2
4
` cpε´ ̺q ă 0 .
Rearranging this inequality, we need that
c ε` d´2
4
c` d´2
4
ă ̺ . (4.63)
This is possible since, given a choice of ε P p0, 1q, we proved in Step 2 that (4.43) is valid for any
̺ P pε, 1q, therefore we can choose ̺, large enough, so that (4.63) is satisfied. To complete Step
3, one needs to show that we can lift the restriction pr, zq P BěN pxq, that is, allow pr, zq P BěN ,
such that |z´ x| ě r 12`α but this follows by standard moderate deviation estimates and is quite
to similar to the proof of [CSZ18b], thus we omit the details. 
In order to complete the steps needed to prove Theorem 1.2, one has to show that also
Proposition 4.7 is valid. But, this is a corollary of Theorem 1.1. Since we are using the diffusive
scaling, the fact that ZBěN,βpxq is the partition function of a polymer which starts sampling noise
after time N̺ for some ̺ P p0, 1q, does not change the asymptotic distribution.
Proof of Proposition 4.7. This Proposition is a corollary of Theorem 1.1, since one can see
that the difference of
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
`
ZN,βpxq ´ 1
˘
and N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
`
ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1
˘
.
vanishes in L2pPq. More specifically, we have that
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
N
d´2
4
ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
`
ZN,βpxq ´ 1
˘ ´N d´24 ÿ
xPZd
ϕN pxq
`
ZBěN,βpxq ´ 1
˘∥∥∥
∥
∥
2
L2pPq
ďN d2´1
N̺ÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqLN´ns .
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by recalling expression (3.7). We can bound the last quantity as follows
N
d
2
´1
N̺ÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yqEreλ2pβqLN´ns
ďEreλ2pβqL8 sN d2´1
N̺ÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq .
By Lemma 3.2 the main contribution to the sum
N
d
2
´1
N̺ÿ
n“1
σ2
ÿ
x,yPZd
ϕN px, yq q2npx´ yq .
comes from n P rϑN,N s for ϑ small, therefore it converges to 0 as N Ñ8. 
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